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Introduction

T

his volume presents some fundamental elements to the
Stra.Tech.Man approach, which the author of this book tried
to develop during the last few years. The main challenge of
the Stra.Tech.Man approach is to synthesize interpretatively the
analytical spheres of strategy, technology, and management, upon
the effort of any socioeconomic organization to innovate, survive,
and develop. The following chapters search to define and apply in
particular the multiple applications of the Stra.Tech.Man concept.
They use this approach as an analytical mechanism to perceive in
the context of the current transformative phase of globalization the
aspects of competitiveness, innovation, and change management.
This volume includes the following chapters that apply the
aspects of the Stra.Tech.Man analysis:

I. The Greek firms into globalization: The Stra.Tech.Man approach
Globalization is not a static and finished status quo: it is subject
to a continuous transformation and restructuring. At the same
time, globalization is not a timeless, a historical, and automatically
homogenizing phenomenon. Every attempt of scientific
understanding, interpretation, and prediction of the partial
socioeconomic dynamics and developments is becoming
increasingly infertile and disorientating, insofar as the rigid
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analytic division between the “national” and the “international”
continues unaltered; globalization is a complex, dialectic, and
evolutionary phenomenon. The study of globalization through the
examination of the synthesizing and co-evolving incorporation of
partial socioeconomic structures (social, economic and sectoral)
and corporate subsystems in terms of strategy, technology, and
management (“Stra.Tech.Man” triangle) constitutes a new
approach for the study of the globalization process.
II. Innovation in Stra.Tech.Man terms
Contrary to the conventional neoclassical perspective, the
approaches focusing on the evolutionary nature of the capitalist
firm are probably more comprehensive in the study of innovation.
This chapter attempts a theoretical refocusing in the analysis of
innovation, by following a perspective of “biological” type. It
highlights the synthesis of “strategy-technology-management” as
the organic center that generates and re-generates the phenomenon
of innovation within the socioeconomic organizations.
III. Innovation in economics and management: The Stra.Tech.Man
synthesis
Economics and the theoretical analysis of entrepreneurship and
organizational theory keep up with producing innovation theories
with remarkably various forms and analyses. This chapter
suggests that economics and management science can be
“analytically bridged” if we reposition the phenomenon of
innovation into the evolutionary/physiological Stra.Tech.Man
“core” of the organization. In this theoretical perspective, the firm
as a “living organism” operates as structural co-creator of the
economic sectors and the socioeconomic systems that host its
entrepreneurial activity.
IV. Change management and innovation in Stra.Tech.Man terms
In the current context of globalization’s restructuring, the
concepts of change management and innovation are co-evolving. A
counter-proposed theoretical perspective in terms of the
evolutionary Stra.Tech.Man triangle is useful for the successful
innovative action of all socioeconomic organizations. This chapter
C. Vlados, (2019), Stra.Tech.Man.
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suggests the concept of change management in Stra.Tech.Man
terms in five consecutive steps as a novel approach to the
phenomenon of organizational change.
V. Fostering micro and meso compeririveness in Stra.Tech.Man
terms
In the current restructuring phase of globalization, since all
partial socioeconomic systems are inescapably entering an everdeeper process of “organic restructuring,” the content of
competitiveness is changing structurally. To this end, it seems that
a repositioned developmental economic policy is necessary, which
can focus on fostering the competitiveness of the locally operating
entrepreneurial actors. This chapter proposes specifically the
concept of competitiveness as a synthesis of the three fundamental
micro, meso, and macro levels that create and reproduce the
systemic competitiveness. It also presents the Stra.Tech.Man
perspective on the proposal of creation of the Local Development
and Innovation Institutes (LDIs) as useful dimensions to
strengthen local business systems in combined terms of meso- and
micro- competitiveness.
In conclusion, the “Stra.Tech.Man approach” attempts to define a
unifying and evolutionary field of research, by initiating its
exploration on the inner “physiology” of the socioeconomic
organization. This approach extends analytically from the microto the meso- and macro- level of socioeconomic system dynamics
and vice versa.

C. Vlados
June, 2019
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The Greek firms into
globalization: The
Stra.Tech.Man approach*

Introduction

A

t its starting point, in this perspective, the socio-economic
area is the undisrupted, dialectic-historic network of four
central subsystems, which includes and unifies: the
broader social system, the economic system, the sectoral system,
and the enterprise (Spilanis & Vlados, 1994; Vlados, 1996) (figure
1).

Figure 1. The socioeconomic space as a systemic entity of four structural
subsystems

These four structural components of every socioeconomic
formation, in every level of space (local, national, supranational),
are always tied in a systemic relationship of co-determination and
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co-evolution. These articulate the structural substratum of the
socioeconomic space itself synthetically; on this socioeconomic
space every historically particular “regime” of accumulation,
together with its resulting manner of regulation and adjustment is
rooted and develops, then goes through a period of crisis, and,
finally, is overturned (see for the “School of Regulation,” the
following: Aglietta, 1979,1997; Boyer, 1986; Boyer & Drache, 1996;
Boyer & Durand, 1998; Boyer & Saillard, 1995; Vlados, 1992).
Consequently, the broader operational environment of every
socioeconomic activity/initiative (of private or public nature alike)
can constitute an object of analysis as dialectic resultant of three
distinct but tightly co-evolving structural dynamics: the dynamics
of reproduction of the socioeconomic space; the entrepreneurial
dynamics; the political (interventional/legal) dynamics (figure 2).

Figure 2. The broader external socioeconomic environment as an open-interactive
system

This external dynamic environment, at any spatial level of its
examination, consists of the dialectic synthesis of the following
three basic structures-agents:
a) The particular historical “physiognomy” of the spatiallyestablished social formation which assimilates/reproduces the
system’s background;
C. Vlados, (2019), Stra.Tech.Man.
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b) The evolutionary sum of the actions of the enterprises
operating in its interior; and, finally,
c) The evolutionary sum of the public intervention that
regulates it.
Based on the above, this article builds its theoretical “canvas”
on top of the broader thematic of the “dynamics of the global
economy” (Boyer, 1997; Braudel, 1985, Gilpin, 2000; Hymer &
Rowthorn, 1971; Michalet & Delapierre, 1976; Michalet, 1985;
Michalet et al., 1983; Palloix, 1975; Porter, 1990; Veltz, 1996; Vernon,
1971, Wallerstein, 1979).
In particular, within this thematic context, it activates the
methodology of the “modern industrial economics” within a transspatial perspective (Angelier, 1997; Du Tertre, 1989; Gaffard, 1990;
Hamel & Prahalad, 1994; Piore & Sabel, 1984; Marshall, 1879, 1890;
Vlados, 1992).
The aim is to host and re-formulate in its interior the particular
question concerning the insertion of Greek firms into globalization.
It focuses on the gradual adjustment/ continual readjustment in the
specific terms of the Greek firms’ strategic and organizational
development, and transformation (Ambrosini, Johnson & Scholes,
1998; Andrews, 1971; Ansoff, 1985; Aoki, Gustafsson, &
Williamson, 1990; Bower et al., 1995; Campbell; 1997; Chandler,
1962, 1977; 1990; Collis & Montgomery, 1999; Goold & Campbell,
1998; Grant, 1991; Hamel, 1996, 1998; Hamel & Prahalad, 1985,
1989a, 1989b, 1991, 1993, 1994; Hill & Westbrook, 1997; Hitt,
Ireland & Hoskinsson, 1997; Johnson & Scholes, 1999; Learned et
al., 1965; Ohmae, 1982; Schendel, 1994; Seeger, 1984; Stalk, Evans,
& Shulman, 1992; Thiétard, 1984; Von Newmann & Morgenstern,
1944).
Thus, according to its particular research orientation, the
present study can be classified simultaneously within three
interconnected thematic-research areas:
 It is an attempt to activate/control the principles of the
“theory of global economy,” specifically focused (spatially and
functionally) on the Greek socioeconomic system in the last years
of the 20th century.
 It is an attempt to reformulate the diagnostic methodology
of strategic management by commencing from a rationale of
C. Vlados, (2019), Stra.Tech.Man.
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organic-evolutionary interpretation of the activity of the modern
enterprise.
 It is an attempt to partially re-structure, apply, and control
the conclusions of the “French School” (Morvan, 1991) in industrial
economics in the particular case of the Greek industries.

The adaptation of the enterprise and
the global dynamics

In this study is being proposed, structured and assessed
experientially a method for analyzing the globalizing process that
focuses on the interpretative dimension of the resulting (and
essentially co-produced) evolutionary “physiology” of the living
enterprise itself (Coriat & Weinstein, 1995; Geus, 1997; Zeleny,
1980). It studies the evolutionary physiology of the enterprise
experientially, and in terms of the internal philosophy and applied
processes, and according to the ways it makes decisions, acts, and
adapts to competition (figure 3).

Figure 3. The business initiative as a dynamic synthesis between the internal and
external corporate environment within globalization

More particularly, this involves a new theoretical approach of
the enterprise as an evolutionary socioeconomic institutionorganization, which transcends its theoretical examination as an

C. Vlados, (2019), Stra.Tech.Man.
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analytic entity that is ostensibly static, automatic, one-dimensional,
and uniform. 1
In direct contrast to the central assumptions of the conventional
economic theory, the present study understands the enterprise as a
living social organism, an organism-institution that is “conflictual”
by nature, heterogeneous, and “heterogenetic” simultaneously
(Gest, 1986; Handy, 1993; Mintzberg, Ahlstrand, & Lampel, 1998;
Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995; Quinn, 1992; Stacey, 1992).
In particular, this study understands the enterprise as a living
and evolving organism, and a socioeconomic institution of crucial
importance and in continuous dialectic evolution. Thus, it does not
understand the enterprise as a static mechanism, which is ever and
everywhere homogeneous and immutable; sadly, too often, the
conventional economic theory still suggests the opposite.
This study claims that this living enterprise can impress on it,
through the successive phases of transmutation of its physiological
structure, the evolution of globalization itself; in a way analogous
to a tree’s rings which impress the climatic changes of its natural
environment. On this particular point, crystallizes the central
theoretical tool of this study: the dynamic triangle of strategy,
technology, and management of the enterprise (the
“Stra.Tech.Man”triangle).

The Stra.Tech.Man dynamic triangle of the enterprise
The concept-center of this study and its central innovation in
explanatory terms lies, in particular, in studying the evolutionary
synthesis of the three central dimensions of the enterprise: the
strategy, technology, and management that every enterprise
produces and reproduces, aiming at the innovation that will allow
its competitive survival and development within globalization
(figure 4).

1

In parallel, globalization is not a rigid “black box,” ostensibly external to
any historical and socioeconomic determination. In this manner, the
present approach lies at the very opposite of the traditional approaches
of neoclassical microeconomics.

C. Vlados, (2019), Stra.Tech.Man.
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Figure 4. The Stra.Tech.Man core of the enterprise

These three innate, but also dynamically adaptable dimensions
(an enterprise’s strategy, technology, and management) define,
ultimately, in a continuous and dialectic fashion, the particular
structural Stra.Tech.Man triangle that characterizes the enterprise:
the Stra.Tech.Man triangle, which in essence always regulates the
evolutionary course of every enterprise in its environment (figure
5).

Figure 5. Every capitalist enterprise operates within the restrictions imposed by
its broader evolutionary socioeconomic environment

In particular, these three dimensions—which all too often are
understood erroneously as by nature independent, structurally
C. Vlados, (2019), Stra.Tech.Man.
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autonomous and functionally separate—are proven from our
study to exist within a more and more tight relationship of
synthesis and physiological co-adaptation within globalization,
aiming each time at the competitive survival and development of
the contemporary enterprise. In this manner, although these three
spheres of the enterprise’s strategy, technology and management
do display a formal analytic self-existence, the enterprising
practice proves that they are always structurally-defined together
and co-evolve.
In particular, in the case of every studied capitalist enterprise
inserted to globalization dynamics, and according to the overall
conclusions of our research, these three spheres are always
composed within a unique synthetic architecture (Stra.Tech.Man
triangle), more or less systematic, in analogy to the particular
physiological type of the enterprise. This synthetic architecture of
business Stra.Tech.Man is always trying to actualize, in a unique
manner, a threefold enterprising targeting and taking into
consideration the unique socioeconomic and sectoral environment
of the enterprise:
 Strategic effectiveness
 Technological development
 Managerial efficiency
In this manner, the enterprise’s dynamic Stra.Tech.Man triangle
constitutes the central analytic instrument of dynamically
approaching the insertion and adjustment of enterprises—of
different industries, spatial determinations, and evolutionary
physiologies—within the dynamics of globalization. It is becoming
tangible that the “physiological” Stra.Tech.Man engine of the
enterprise can potentially constitute a new dialectic-historic
category of analysis of the globalizing evolution per se. The
dynamic Stra.Tech.Man triangle can operate as a systemic
“recipient” but also as a “high-fidelity transformer” of the
socioeconomic changes that are being produced within and by
globalization.
In particular, the guiding theoretical idea can be the following.
The physiologically evolving enterprise, always trying to combine
effectively its strategic, technological, and managerial potential, to
the extent that it manages to produce/reproduce its particular
C. Vlados, (2019), Stra.Tech.Man.
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innovation as the necessary dimension for defending/increasing its
profitability and development, constitutes, in practice,
globalization’s more in-depth evolutionary “engine” and,
simultaneously, its “mirror”.

The central theoretical hypothesis of the research

According to the above, the theoretical hypothesis of the
research is the following:
 If globalization is indeed a totalizing and evolutionary
process, which today is at a stage of substantial
expansion/structural transformation,
 If, indeed, the enterprise can be validly analyzed in terms
of synthetic dynamics by its strategy, technology and its
management (Stra.Tech.Man triangle),
 If, indeed, these evolutionary Stra.Tech.Man formations of
an enterprise produce/reproduce the global dynamics in a
concurrently structural and adaptive manner, and each time
according to the enterprise’s particular physiology and rationality,
Then the total outcome of the phenomenon of any enterprise’s
insertion into globalization materializes an observable
transformation in each of the “Stra.Tech.Man” dimensions and
within the organic Stra.Tech.Man system that the enterprises are
entering globalization compose.
Therefore, one should expect empirically certifiable
transformations in Stra.Tech.Man terms, which can culminate in a
continuous reproduction the physiological heterogeneity of the
enterprises (possibly through quantitative accumulations but also
through qualitative transitions), and always with a co-evolutionary
content, interwoven with that of the globalizing evolution.
More simply formulated, if globalization does affect and
penetrate the Greek socioeconomic environment and if at the same
time, the enterprises remained unchanged in Stra.Tech.Man terms,
then this hypothesis would have to be rejected. The Stra.Tech.Man
triangle would have failed to follow and interpret the evolutionary
insertion of Greek firms into globalization.
Practically speaking, according to this hypothesis, only in two
cases / logical possibilities, could the examined enterprises appear
evolutionarily unchanged in Stra.Tech.Man terms:
C. Vlados, (2019), Stra.Tech.Man.
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A. either the process of globalization surrounding them is not
an active and real one—therefore, since nothing essential changes
in their environment, the enterprises themselves have no reason to
change either,
B. Alternatively, the dynamic Stra.Tech.Man triangle, as a
theoretical construct, cannot assimilate or express the internal
transformations of the enterprise theoretically, as the dynamics of
globalization generate these.
Given that the logical path ‘A’ was gradually ruled out in the
face of the empirical data that was collected and of the theoretical
convergences which were attempted already from the outset of this
study, only the logical option ‘B’ remained open for rejection.
Eventually, however, this option was not rejected.
On the contrary, a host of empirical data showed clear and
multiple evolutionary changes in Stra.Tech.Man terms in the
physiology of the enterprises under examination, and which are
operating in Greece during the process of their adaptive insertion
into globalization—a process that is deepening further on.

The conclusions of the study

Eventually, in the background of the validation of the study’s
central hypothesis were revealed certain central theoretical
conclusions of particular importance.

The insertion of the Greek socioeconomic
formation into globalization
The insertion of the Greek socioeconomic formation into the
modern global economy is materializing within a composite and
open historical process which is subject to continuous
transformation and transmutation. This continuous and
intensifying process of deep systemic socioeconomic co-evolution
essentially defines the particular qualitative content of the
globalization dynamics.
Consequently, the cohesive and reliable study of the insertion
of the Greek socioeconomic formation into globalization can no
longer withstand or allow of any static, final, wholly
homogenizing and strictly deterministic simplification.
C. Vlados, (2019), Stra.Tech.Man.
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To understand the composite dialectic-historical process of
insertion of a socioeconomic formation into globalization demands
as a “sine qua non” condition—and indeed every time it is
attempted. It requires a renewed historical co-evolutionary
understanding of the dynamics of both levels on which the
phenomenon can be analyzed: on the one hand, the understanding
of the socioeconomic system undergoing the insertion itself, and
that of globalization as a totalizing evolutionary entity.

The unifying power of globalization
In particular, the globalization dynamics itself cannot be
reliably understood exclusively via the different, and usually only
partially examined/invoked indexes and gauges of the
international market transactions. 2
According to all the empirical data of the study, it becomes
understood that for Greece also, globalization is neither a windfall
nor an exogenous reality.More generally, all the socioeconomic
dynamics developing nowadays with increasingly denser systemic
content:
 Are being composed (and re-composed unstoppably)
within the influence of globalization dynamic.
 Are defining (and constantly re-defining) the globalization
dynamic itself.
Globalization is the producer and the product of its history
simultaneously. Moreover, globalization itself is an unstoppable
evolutionary synthesis which is increasingly defining and unifying
increasingly every partial socioeconomic dynamics and at every
level on the planet (figure 6).

2

On the contrary, the genuinely valid way to approach the insertion and
incorporation of any socioeconomic subject (enterprise, socioeconomic
formation, state entity) into the global process, is always obliged to go
deeper into the particular qualitative and structural dimensions of the
changes which this process effects upon the historically specific
socioeconomic subjects it includes.

C. Vlados, (2019), Stra.Tech.Man.
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Figure 6. The dialectics of unification of the socioeconomics territories in the
global process

The partial territorial dynamics cannot express globalization
through a simple summation process. That a shift is necessary,
from attempting to separately comprehend the various interspatial economic dynamics (commercial, productive, technological,
or monetary-financial), to a synthetic socioeconomic conception of
globalization, whose foundation lies on the great engine-recipient
of the global process: that is, the modern enterprise, within its
industrial context of operation

The continuous re-structuring of the industrial
structures on a worldwide scale.
At the same time, the globally developing industrial (sectoral)
structures and dynamics were proven, within this study, to be by
nature, evolutionary socioeconomic entities-contexts of activity.
Their evolution will not obey narrow economic determinations and
priorities.
In particular, the sectors of economic activity emerged as
evolutionary socioeconomic entities of increasingly dense systemic
structuring, which, in the last thirty years, have been ceaselessly
expanding functionally, re-structuring and re-shaping (Coriat &
Dosi, 1995; Dosi, 1982, 1990; Nelson & Winter, 1982; Winter,
C. Vlados, (2019), Stra.Tech.Man.
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1984),with a tendency to extend to a planetary level (Coriat, 1991;
Delapierre, Moati, & Mouhoud, 2000; De Woot, 1988; Freeman,
1982; Ruigrok & Van Tulder, 1995; Stopford & Strange, 1991).
It became clear that the same inter-sectoral globalization
dynamics leads to a process of continuous reproduction of the
heterogeneity of the socioeconomic subjects concerned, of all kinds
and at all levels of analysis. 3
Ultimately, the today’s globalized world is dealing with
industry dynamics in the process of globalization, which, in
evolutionary order, are culminating into the Greek socioeconomic
formation, acquiring a diachronically increasing structural effect:
they penetrate and gradually transforming the current national
production and consumption model, both in quantitative and in
qualitative terms. In this manner, they are gradually reconfiguring, at their most fundamentals, the total of the national
socioeconomic formation, the existing status quo of accumulation,
and the co-assembled mechanisms of regulation and adjustment of
the system.
On the basis of this procedure, the dynamics of the
multinational enterprise assumes an especially strong
interpretative position: the multinational enterprise itself is proven
to be a key factor for the organic understanding of the insertion
into the globalizing process of all kinds of enterprises operating in
Greece, irrespective of size, sectoral and/or particular spatial
focusing. Thus, the multinational enterprise constitutes a lever of
crucial importance in articulating the broader dynamic
transformation of the Greek socioeconomic system inside
globalization.

The evolutionary insertion of Greek firms into
globalization
Even more, as far as the enterprises operating in Greece are
concerned, and on which we conducted field case studies, it
became clear that in reality, they are not subject to any imposed
3

In this sense, globalization is not “the end of history,” is not a course of
automatic “uniformization” of the coefficients/components of the global
economy, as, sadly, all too often is claimed in relevant modern literature.

C. Vlados, (2019), Stra.Tech.Man.
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ostensibly one-dimensional and uniform behavior of viable
insertion into globalization—as, sadly, a significant section of the
relevant literature still seems to be erroneously claiming.
In reality, for these enterprises, there is no inescapable and
universal one-way of viable competitive reaction and adaptation
into the continuously evolving lattice of globalization. There is no
“unique best way” in Stra.Tech.Man terms for every enterprise
within the globalization. In this direction, neither the model of the
“massive” enterprise (with a strategy of mechanistic perspective, a
technology of serial logic, and management focused on narrow
specialization) is retired from the field of global antagonism. Nor
the “flexible” enterprise (with a strategy of dialectic perspective, a
technology of network architectonic, and management focused on
broad employee’s participation) represent the predicted dominant
model of enterprise in Greece, within the globalization.
On the contrary, two emerging realities have been crystallized.
First, there is a “new model” (insufficiently studied in the relevant
international literature, until now) of enterprise that we call
“monad-centric” (with a strategy articulated on owner’s intuition,
a technology based on sporadic choice, and management
dominantly focused on everyday experiences of employees).
Second, there is the continuously hybrid mutation of all
enterprises, regardless of the distinct physiological type (Vlados,
2004).
Precisely, there is a large and expanding variety of possible and
applied viable strategic behaviors, in concordance with the
physiological differentiation and variety of the enterprises
themselves, in Stra.Tech.Man terms, and according to the
evolutionary typology constructed at an analytic level.

The reproducing multiplicity of the viable trajectories
of competitiveness for the enterprises in Greece
At the deepest level, a continuous and proliferous multiplicity
of viable trajectories of competitiveness is emerging: there are no
imposed one-ways of competitiveness, supposedly common in all
enterprises. There is not (nor will there ever be) either a universal
disaster or any universal “salvation” for Greek enterprises within
C. Vlados, (2019), Stra.Tech.Man.
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globalization. On the contrary, a broad and expanding multiplicity
of viable strategic paths is emerging and confirmed, cross-fertilized
with an intensively reproducing variety in the particular evolving
physiologies of the enterprises expressed in Stra.Tech.Man terms,
and always in the particular historical conditions set by the specific
sectoral and spatial levels at which these enterprises operate.
There are not—neither has there ever been nor will ever be—
any effective pre-constructed solutions of competitiveness,
common to all kinds of enterprises, and which, ostensibly, could
last forever. Instead, there are unique environmental conditions of
socio-economic nature, which may favor or not specific
types/trajectories of the “physiological” transformation of the
enterprises.
Every successful enterprise, thus, is obliged to seek the
particular effectual competitive path that suits it and according to
the particular Stra.Tech.Man physiology that characterizes and
binds it in evolutionary terms. In practice, all logically possible
“roads of strategic success” are never simultaneously open and
feasible for all enterprises, irrespective of their physiological status,
capabilities, and predispositions—contrary to what a big part of
the international literature on the strategy of enterprises is still,
erroneously, claiming.
Thus, on the whole, the present study can be synoptically
characterized as yet another attempt to doubt, systematically and
empirically, specific rigid theoretical approaches which continue to
support the supposed existence of “one and only effective” (and
what is more, of one that can be applied globally) rationality of the
capitalist enterprise inside globalization. Namely, it argues against
the perception of the capitalist enterprise as supposedly
autonomous
and
independent
from
every
specific
“spatiotemporal” historical and socioeconomic determination.
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2

Innovation in
Stra.Tech.Man terms*

Introduction

T

he central importance of innovation dynamics, for any
socio-economic organization of any kind—at any spatial or
functional level of analysis—is progressively becoming
indisputable in the literature of economics and management in the
21st century (Brynjolfsson, & McAfee, 2015; Carlino, & Kerr, 2015;
Gordon, 2017; Hall, Mairesse, & Mohnen, 2010; OECD, 2014;
OECD, 2015; OECD, 2016; Paunov, & Guellec, 2017). However, the
assimilation of a coherent view of innovation dynamics proves
particularly difficult process in the practice of the majority of
decision makers and socioeconomic actors. The traditional and
conventional economic theory, not only of neoclassical but also of
orthodox Keynesian inspiration and direction, it constantly fails to
fully perceive the overall discipline of innovation (Colander, 2000;
Colander, Holt, & Rosser, 2004; Howson, 2001; Marshall, 1879;
Marshall, 1890; Marshall, 1919; Rueff, 1947; Samuelson, 1951).

Conventional neoclassical theory and the innovation
dynamics
In principle, the conventional neoclassic business and economic
development theory examines the function of the market as a
simple—and in fact an isolated from any broader socioeconomic
system—resource allocation mechanism. For these theories, the
demand functions interact with the supply functions in order to set
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prices, achieve and maintain a steady market equilibrium
(Aspromourgos, 1986; Morgan, 2015).
In the absence, however, of any broader and more coherent
socioeconomic perspective, the various ‘players’ within this system
are most commonly regarded as static ‘rational beings’—endowed
with absolutely static and non-historical rationality and without
any socioeconomic interconnection and/or influence (Walras,
1874). The capitalist enterprise is therefore considered here, in the
vast majority of the relevant conventional theories, as a static
‘black box’ which exists to simply carry out an automatic
transformation of economic inputs into outputs (Aoki, 1984;
Arrow, 1974; Baudry, & Tinel, 2003; Boyer, & Durand, 1993; Coase,
Gillis, & Thiébault, 1987; Holmstrom, 1999; Williamson, 1991;
Williamson, 1999; Williamson, 2000).
In particular, in neoclassical theory, the pace of technological
change affects the pace of economic growth although is not
affected respectively. That is, the reverse does not apply: The
relationship appears strictly as one-way direction (Sollow, 1957).
So where does the technological change and progress stem
from, according to this theoretical approach?
In the interpretative depth of this approach, technological
change is ultimately determined simply by some ‘luck’. In short,
when a socio-economic system is fortunate, then technological
change is being accelerated while, on the contrary, when there is
less fortune, the pace of technological progress is slowing down—
and, ultimately, there is nothing we can do to influence this pace,
according to this theoretical approach. Innovation is always being
triggered by independent exogenous variables and mechanisms
and, therefore, the socioeconomic actors operating with consistent
logical criteria can control the innovation system to a certain extent
but cannot influence its pace and direction (O'sullivan, & Sheffrin,
2003; Veblen, 1898; Veblen, 1900).
In overall, strategic, technological and organizational
innovations are not explained by the neoclassical economic theory.
They are simply seen as autonomous forces incorporated into the
capital or knowledge, as prerequisites to manage the invested
capital, organizational and human resources. At the industry level,
these innovations are understood as choices made by businesses,
C. Vlados, (2019), Stra.Tech.Man.
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in order to ensure ‘temporary monopolist positions’ to maximize
their profits (Arena, & Lazaric, 2003; Hodgson, 2002; Weinstein, &
Azoulay, 2000).
The way of thinking of this approach is rather simple: Since
innovations disturb market equilibrium, then there needs to be
some time until market mechanisms can react and restore a healthy
balance between supply and demand. In this way, innovation
becomes a temporary source of monopolistic power that provides
some greater earnings than usual. In short, innovation remains,
under this theoretical approach, as something unnatural but
ultimately assimilated by the previous balance, while the
socioeconomic context that surrounds it, remains stable and, by
definition, inalienable (Machlup, 1959).
On a deeper sense, the neoclassical-oriented economic science
traditionally finds it difficult to comprehend and interpretatively
assimilate the dimension of knowledge. For conventional
neoclassical economists, the key issue remains the use of existing
knowledge, which is condensed simply on price information
(Cohendet, & Llerena, 1999; Foss, 1999; Hart, 1989; Holmstrom, &
Roberts, 1998; Prahalad, & Hamel, 1990; Wernerfelt, 1984).
According to the market mechanism in the model of full
competition, all companies have the same standing knowledge that
makes them possible to maximize their profits; each company does
not create different knowledge (Argyris, 1977; Levitt, & March,
1988; Loasby, 2009; Nonaka, & Konno, 1998; Tarondeau, 1999).
Thus, since the beginning of the neoclassical thinking, economists
have been ignoring the enormous amount of inconsistent and
explicit knowledge of economic subjects outside the price signals
(Hailey, & James, 2002; Rowley, & Hartley, 2017). They have not
dealt at all with knowledge creation and have not examined the
business as a creator of knowledge.

The conventional Keynesian tradition and innovation
dynamics
In a parallel view, the conventional Keynesian tradition does
not appear to be more open interpretively to the study of
innovation dynamics. Despite a clear divergence from the
neoclassical perspective—especially in terms of an economic
C. Vlados, (2019), Stra.Tech.Man.
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system achieving an automatic equilibrium—it also does not seem
able to welcome the innovation discipline in a more complete and
structured way (Coddington, 1976; Sweezy, 1946) 4.
A key point in Keynes' analysis concerns, of course, the
approach of private investment as an important determinant of the
macroeconomic equilibrium of the system (Hayes, 2008). He
clearly emphasizes in his writings that it is impossible to rationally
calculate the future returns of new investments and stresses the
importance of trust in the economy and the decisive role of the
entrepreneurs’ animal instinct. However, in his General Theory,
Keynes (1936) neglects the investments as an engine of introducing
faster and more efficiently new technologies that are, in fact, the
direct expression of this entrepreneurial animal instinct.
As Freeman & Soete (Freeman, Soete, & Mothe, 1995) rightly
point out: “In fact, in General Theory, Keynes retreated to
positions that neglect technology when he introduced the widely
artificial concept of a temporary fall in the marginal profitability of
capital without correlating it with real changes in technologies and
capital stocks ... For Keynesians, it was hardly important to
determine what were the new technologies and the fast-growing
industries”.

Focusing on the evolutionary nature of the
capitalist enterprise

If the economic thinking does not remove the conceptual and
interpretive constraints and the analytical myopia of traditional
economic logic, both of neoclassical and Keynesian origin, then a
more complete and reliable perception of innovation dynamics
that drive our modern world cannot be achieved.
And it becomes progressively understood that the modern
economic and organizational thinking and science has a lot to gain
from a theoretical refocusing, centered on the evolutionary
dynamics of the capitalist enterprise (Alchian, 1953; Aoki, 2007;
4

However, this critique of the conventional neoclassical and Keynesian
tradition does not imply that there is no important progress and
evolution in these schools of thought nowadays. See, for example:
(Vernengo, 2010; Weintraub, 2002).
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Augier, & Teece, 2008; Chassagnon, 2011a; Chassagnon, &
Hollandts, 2014; Coriat, 1995; Coriat, & Weinstein, 2010; Mäki,
2004).

Critique of the conventional approach to Firm's
theory
In the conventional model of economic theory, the concept of
the capitalistic enterprise was built on the basis of some extremely
simplistic and crude assumptions regarding the innovation
dynamics.
However, especially since the 1960s, many theoretical
contributions have come out to make a consistent critique of this
rigid, traditional and conventional neoclassical and Keynesian
model of perception of the capitalist enterprise and its innovation
dynamics. Their source is twofold: it stems from both Modern
Organizational Theory and Modern Economic Science, under the
Evolutionary and Institutional orientation (Dosi, 1995; Dosi, &
Winter, 2003; Favereau, 2011; Fehr, Hart, & Zehnder, 2011; Foss, &
Ishikawa, 2007: Hart, & Holmstrom, 2010; Hodgson, 2012; Lawson,
2012; Lewin, & Phelan, 2000; Nooteboom, 2009; North, 1990; North,
2005).
In particular, more and more research contributions,
specifically articulated in the thematic field of Firm's theory, have
argued with numerous arguments that we must renegotiate and
re-examine the evolutionary dynamics that the capitalist enterprise
incorporates and activates (Archibald, 1971; Chandler, 1962;
Chamberlin, 1933; Coase, 1988; Menard, 1994; Penrose, 1952).
Progressively, on the orbit of these theoretical developments, it is
becoming increasingly visible that the capitalist enterprise is at the
same time:
An evolutionary structured socioeconomic organization
(Baumol, 1959; Shackle, 1967; Simon, 1982; Sraffa, 1926), a historical
institution (Baudry, & Chassagnon, 2010; Chassagnon, 2010;
Chassagnon, 2011b; Roberts, 2010), a complex and versatile system
that constantly pursues the preservation and reproduction of the
mechanisms of homeostasis and negative entropy that it possesses
in ‘chaotic conditions’ (Arbib, & Lecci, 1972; Ashby, 1961; Baker, &
Gollub, 1996; Forrester, 1980; Gulick, 2012; Harle, & Jouanneault,
C. Vlados, (2019), Stra.Tech.Man.
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1984; Kautz, 2011; Lesourne, 1978; Senge, 1993; Von Bertalanffy,
1973; Wiener, 1948) and, finally, a living organism with internal
physiological determinations (Chassagnon, & Vivel, 2013; Loasby,
2007; Penrose, 1952).
Under this new and evolutionary approach, the enterprise
ceases to be considered as merely a passive acceptor of some
changes that ‘fall out of nowhere’ and is finally perceived as one of
the most critical—the most critical in fact—producer of
fundamental changes that invade the reality experienced at all
levels; through its—incessant and imperative for its survival—
innovative action.
All the previous steps have progressively gained special
importance and today they prove to be absolutely necessary on an
interpretative level, as globalization has come out to make the
outline of the capitalist venture even more fluid and its dynamics
even more complex under the context of the reshaped ‘New Global
Economy’ (Abélès, 2012; Acemoglu, Gancia, & Ziliboti, 2015; Adda,
2012; Aghion, Boulanger, & Cohen, 2011; Alfaro, & Charlton, 2013;
Altomonte, et al., 2016; Arkolakis, et al., 2013; Baldwin, 2012; Boyer,
2015; Cohen, 2011; Corm, 2010; Fontaine, Goulard, & Bodman,
2010; Graz, 2013; Sapir, 2010).

The evolutionary physiology of the firm
It is becoming progressively visible, in the relevant
international literature, that the role of the entrepreneur—of
entrepreneurship and innovation—as the most critical factor of
action and overturn cannot be overlooked without very serious
explanatory losses (Schreyögg, & Kliesch-Eberl, 2007).
Under the perspective presented in this paper, at least four
critical questions concerning the evolutionary existence of the
business hold a central position (Cyert, & March, 1963; Galbraith,
1967; Leibenstein, 1978): Who and how shapes the future path of
the business (Strategy)? Who and how implements the function of
acquiring, exploiting, and using of information, knowledge and
tools (Technology)? Who and how manages the organization and
coordination of production (Management)? Who and how
synthesizes all the above dimensions (Synthesis of Strategy,
Technology and Management—Stra.Tech.Man), the innovation
C. Vlados, (2019), Stra.Tech.Man.
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processes within them, and creates, in general, new fields of action
in capitalism?
In such analytical direction, recently, a very important research
effort is trying to develop a coherent theory and narrative of
economic development focused on innovation (Aghion, et al., 2005;
Perez, 2003). The economics of innovation, therefore, attempt to
respond to the fundamental problem concerning the overall
growth of productivity and productive factors (total-factor
productivity) (Scherer, & Ross, 1990; Antonelli, 2003).
Innovation economists believe, in particular, that the most
important element of the economic growth process in today's
knowledge-intensive economy is not exhausted to the mere
accumulation of capital, as the conventional economic thought
supports, but to the innovation dynamics motivated by the
appropriate institutional, technological and cognitive externalities,
as the modern evolutionary economics supports (Abell, Felin, &
Foss, 2008; Becker, Lazaric, 2009; Bellone, Musso, Nesta, & Quéré,
2008; Boulding, 1991; Cohen, 2007; D'Adderio, 2008; Silva, &
Teixeira, 2009; Witt, 2008).
Development, in the perspective of evolutionary economics, is
thus reflected as the ultimate product of innovative knowledge,
and thus refers to the policies that facilitate business and
innovation, technological diffusion and interactive relationships
between cooperative enterprises, while at the same time explore
the structural effects on the innovation systems that create,
reproduce and extend to the innovative environments in which
they operate (Algan, Cahuc, & Shleifer, 2013; Chaney, 2016;
Leromain, & Orefice, 2014).

The concept of innovation in the Stra.Tech.Man
approach

But the principal question still remains unanswered: Which
could be a different, an evolutionary and dialectical way of
capturing the concept of business and its innovation dynamics by
focusing on its particular evolutionary potential?
According to the Stra.Tech.Man approach, that advocated in
this paper, the ‘heart’ of every living, real enterprise is and always
being formed, in the innermost level of analysis, within the three
C. Vlados, (2019), Stra.Tech.Man.
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fundamental structural spheres: Strategy, Technology and
Management—spheres that already possesses and mobilizes.
Within these fundamental functional spheres, each business
compiles and reconsolidates its available potential (both material
and intangible) for effective innovation that will allow to compete
for survival and growth within its ever-evolving socioeconomic
environment (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. The evolutionary core of business.

Each sphere is being built, coexists and co-evolves with the rest,
although with a distinct role. More specifically:
1. Strategy corresponds to “Where I Am, Where I Want to
Go, How Do I Go & Why?”
2. Technology to: “How Can I Create, Composite, Diffuse &
Reproduce the means of my Work and my Know-How & Why?”
3. And Management to: “How Do I Use My Available
Resources & Why?” (Spilanis & Vlados, 1994; Vlados, 1992a;
Vlados, 1992b; Vlados, 1996; Vlados, 2004; Vlados, 2005; Vlados,
2007; Vlados, 2012; Katimertzopoulos, & Vlados, 2017; Vlados,
Deniozos, & Chatzinikolaou, 2018a; Vlados, Deniozos, &
Chatzinikolaou, 2018b; Vlados, Deniozos, Chatzinikolaou, &
Demertzis, 2018a; Vlados, Deniozos, Chatzinikolaou, & Demertzis,
2018b; Βλάδος, 2006; Βλάδος, 2007; Βλάδος, 2014; Βλάδος, 2016;
Βλάδος, 2017).
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The Stra.Tech.Man dynamic triangle

These three-tier inner dimensions, in a continuous and
dialectical way, determine the unique, specific and ever-evolving
dynamic Stra.Tech.Man triangle. This evolutionary triangle
uniquely characterizes every business, of every size, of every type,
of every industry. Each business builds its own dynamic
Stra.Tech.Man triangle, in a more or less explicit and systematical
way, in order to effectively innovate and take a profit out of it: This
is the core that always regulates, in the depth, its overall
evolutionary course.
This triangle is, as such, in our view, the evolving, organic
identity of every business. And under this understanding, the
“biological type” and “natural selection” priorities are now placed
in the central plan of the analysis of the evolutionary dynamics of
Firm (Buenstorf, 2006; Festré, & Garrouste, 2009; Hawley, 1950;
Hodgson, 2010; Hodgson, & Knudsen, 2007; Nelson, 2007;
Prigogine, 1976; Wenting, 2009; Winter, 2006).
The dimensions of Strategy, Technology and Management are
often inadequately perceived as inherently independent,
autonomous and functionally separate from each other: this is
defective and analytically disorienting. Instead, in reality, these
dimensions are always in a close relationship of evolutionary
synthesis and physiological co-adaptation—as the business is in
fact a living and evolving organism. All three together, in their
composition, define the Evolutionary Physiology of the Business.
In fact, the three dimensions necessarily coexist and are
structurally co-defined nowadays, monitoring and restructuring at
the same time the current dynamics of globalization (Artus, &
Virard, 2015; Balland, Suire, & Vicente, 2013) (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2. The business initiative as a dynamic synthesis of internal and external
business environment through globalization.

In practice, this dynamic Stra.Tech.Man triangle of the Business,
operates as a systemic recipient, but also as a high-flux
transformer, of the overall socioeconomic changes that are being
produced—and produce respectively—globalization. The business’
internal Stra.Tech.Man potential, structured on the continuous
dialectical determination of Philosophy and Processes that
characterize it, constructs its innovative effort as a survival and
growth response to the environmental pressures it faces (see
Figure 3).

Figure 3. The evolutionary socioeconomic ‘game’ and the Stra.Tech.Man
structure of a business.
C. Vlados, (2019), Stra.Tech.Man.
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In the light of this awareness, it becomes clear that businesses,
like living organisms of all kinds, change and evolve to the limits
of their local, national, and international environment, and actively
affect the overall ‘climate’ of globalization through their innovative
efforts 5.

The evolutionary physiology of firms
The above described view of Stra.Tech.Man provides the
possibility to make some theoretical clarifications:
I. Strategy, Technology and Business Management, although
considered as independent dimensions in analytical terms, are
inseparably interlocked and, inevitably, co-evolve in the
evolutionary process. The competitive success of a business
never concerns only one sphere individually, but all three
together, in the specific way that their composition manages to
provide effective responses to the constant changes of the
environment.
II. Each business has its own ‘biological’ identity, which
contains all the ‘genetic information’ that determines the
possibility of its biological development. Specifically, the
biological ‘core’ of any living and real business is always
determined evolutionarily within these three fundamental and
interconnected analytical spheres: strategy, technology and
management, both in terms of inner philosophy and applied
procedures (routines), are produced and reproduced by the
business with the purpose of competitive survival and
development, in the constantly evolving environment.
III. The physiological evolution of the business takes place, in
practice, through dialectical conflicts, between:
•
The Philosophy Stra.Tech.Man that characterizes it
•
The Procedures Stra.Tech.Man that it uses (see Figure 4)

5

This scientific hypothesis was empirically tested (Vlados, 2004) for the
Greek productive ‘ecosystem’. It was proved, particularly, that the Greek
economy has a peculiar ‘fauna’ of businesses (Βλάδος, 2006).
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Figure 4. The Stra.Tech.Man physiological transformation of the business.

IV. The business is a qualitative sum of its particular
Stra.Tech.Man behavioral capabilities that define its kind. These
capabilities are not formed by any unrealistic voluntarism or
the mere ‘desire’ of its people. A business, more specifically,
builds and transforms its distinct physiology as a synthesis of
the applied business philosophy and business processes. It
constructs the mechanisms of understanding its surroundings.
It composes its initiatives. And it articulates its actions and
evaluates them after the implementation.
V. Every successful business is led to the Stra.Tech.Man
compositions and reconstructions which are materializing the
specific in space and time business logic—the business
rationality. Accordingly, this business physiology reproduces
evolutionarily its own heterogeneity.
VI. All businesses, regardless of their size, like all living
organisms, are understood as different natural species (they are
different ‘animals”): In this sense, the size of a business is not of
central analytical significance in this view.
VII. The combined Stra.Tech.Man evolution of the internal and
external business environment of the enterprise becomes the
center of the overall process of innovation; it represents the
‘natural selection’ between the production systems and the
overall socioeconomic development. The Stra.Tech.Man
triangle is, in the long run, the perpetual engine of change for
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the business and for the surrounding environment (Vlados,
2004; Βλάδος, 2006; Βλάδος, 2016; Βλάδος, 2017).

The Stra.Tech.Man triangle as the innovative engine
of a business
According to this Stra.Tech.Man analysis, every innovation is
always and necessarily characterized by the particular organic
Stra.Tech.Man triangle. All innovations, constantly and
necessarily, contain a part of Strategy, a part of Technology and a
part of Management (Deming, 2000; Follet, 1977; Garratt, 1987;
Juran, 1988; Masaaki, 1986; Nonaka, & Takeuchi, 1995).
There are no innovations that can exist and be realized
effectively without changing at the same time all three inner
Stra.Tech.Man spheres of a socioeconomic organism. As a result,
every kind of innovation is necessarily of Stra.Tech.Man reach.
Of course, innovation can be perceived to emerge only from
one of the Stra.Tech.Man spheres, and be focused only in one
functional area but, in the long run, every innovation requires
always combined relocations and re-adjustments for the entire
organization:
•
For the strategy: And/or for the relationships with the
customers, and/or for the markets, and/or for the value
proposition, and/or for the product mix.
•
For the technology: And/or for the tools, and/or for the
working means, and/or for the particular know-how, and/or for
the production process.
•
For the management: And/or for the planning, and/or for
the organization, and/or for the staffing, and/or for the
management, and/or for the control, and/or for the coordination
and communication.
And, in the background, every innovation bears internally a
Stra.Tech.Man business ‘gene’ that has created that particular
innovation.
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Innovation within the operational structure of the
business

By studying the world of innovation nowadays, it becomes
apparent that innovation can be born everywhere inside the
business that interfaces with its external environment (customers,
suppliers, or partners) (Brandenburger, & Nalebuff, 1997; Hamel,
& Prahalad, 1994; Kim, & Mauborgne, 2005; Moss, & Kanter, 2009;
Nordstrom, & Ridderstrale, 2007; Porter, 1991; Porter, 1996; Porter,
& Heppelmann, 2015; Schumpeter, 1934; Schumpeter, 1942) (see
Figures 5 & 6).

Figure 5. The core of business and innovative dynamics.

Figure 6. Contact points with the environment and innovation dynamics.
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Everything in the innovative effort works, both by necessity
and by design, in combination: Organizational functions,
environments and actions. Together they ‘get out of comfort’ and
rebalance evolutionarily, endlessly, throughout the innovative
game. This is necessary and inevitable. And all these lead to the
continuation of the business itself in terms of the Stra.Tech.Man
triangle.
Naturally, innovations can vary widely and may include many
types of ‘overturning’—all innovations do not have the same
evolutionary dynamics and profitability. Whether they derive from
an initiative coming from the ‘base’ (Hamel, 2000; Prahalad, 2004),
the ‘top’ (Kotter, 1996) or the ‘core body’ of the organism, they
always touch and affect the entire organism, on all sides.
Nowadays, by studding the empirical field, it becomes clear
that a healthy and dynamic ‘tree’ (organization-business) should
be able to produce many ‘apples’ (innovations), so that the
increasingly competitive conditions of the future can be looked
forward with optimism. It has been observed that, very often,
many companies are wasting their innovative potential carelessly.
Often, innovative applications emerging within organizations are
ignored, neglected and spent pointlessly. How many good
applications within some organizations, how many smart
solutions, how many fertile initiatives, how many fruitful
initiatives have not being hampered, jeopardized, and blocked? In
this paper is estimated that modern innovative enterprise has to
refuse, actively and systematically, this misuse. Any modern
efficient business should deny this innovative waste. Instead it
should collect, group and preserve its innovative initiatives in a
way that they will be compiled, coordinated and fertilized. The
authors of the present research believe that, in practice, every
organization has to learn to look at the depth of innovation. It has
to detect within the innovations the special features of
Stra.Tech.Man they possess. It must analyze, deep down, their
particular composition.
It must realize, first and foremost, that the emerging
innovations are often ‘organically relevant’ to each other, whether
these are born from this combination of Stra.Tech.Man functions or
implemented in one such functional business area. And, very
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often, innovations accumulate in groups—like ‘bunches’: In
practice an innovation gives birth to some other, more or less,
relevant innovations (Gest, 1986) (see Figure 7).

Figure 7. Central Stra.Tech.Man ‘bunches’—Innovation groups and microinnovation.

The central administration of each organization has to ‘graft’
the innovations of the organization with any additional
components may be required in order to make them more
effective; to become distinct and acquire a specific ‘personality’
within the competition. Ultimately an innovative business should
seek to give a greater satisfaction to the customer and the market,
either by providing a higher quality coverage of their needs, or by
offering more attractive prices, or even both. In doing so, a new
competitive dynamic for the organization is created.
Obviously, the most important aspect is how the business will
manage these inherent structural changes so that it can cultivate,
develop, preserve, diffuse and produce effective innovations; these
innovative changes, ultimately, that would enhance the survival
and development prospects, according to the specific in space and
time external organizational environment (Covey, 1992; Duck,
1993; Elias, 2009; Jaques, 2017; Martin, 1993; Oreg, 2003).
And this realization is always on the basis of understanding the
particular limits and prospects of the Stra.Tech.Man business
physiology. Ultimately, in order for any to business survive it has
to rebuild and transform the Stra.Tech.Man's physiology according
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to the specific external and internal environment. Keeping always
in mind that Stra.Tech.Man defines the particular ‘genetic code’
that can be traced back to every ‘organizational cell’—namely
every initiative and action.
In parallel, it becomes apparent in our assumption that modern
organizations should, on the one hand, try to organically
understand the innovation process and, on the other hand, to
assimilate an integrated biological perspective of their innovative
effort. And they should progressively realize that nowadays
innovation of the most advanced businesses is born from a deep
dialectic fertilization and thinking. The era of unilateralism, of
mere addition, of direct confrontation, and of the imposition of one
sphere over another seems to have irreversibly been surpassed (see
Figure 8).

Figure 8. The Stra.Tech.Man logic: From the past to the future.

In conclusion, in order for a synthesis of Stra.Tech.Man to prove
effective, it has to transfigure the multifaceted internal potential of
the organism (material and immaterial) according to the specific
conditions set by the external environment. All innovations
nowadays are always taking place within the global dynamics, that
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define, in turn, the competitiveness of all organizations—namely
the ability to survive and develop.
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3

Innovation in economics and
management: The
Stra.Tech.Man synthesis*

Introduction

T

he interest regarding the problematic of innovation was not
born recently. Sir Francis Bacon first presented the work of
New Atlantis, where he describes a technological paradise,
to which honours are attributed to the inventors, honours which
would, of course, be classified in this "utopia" depending on the
importance of the invention (Weinberger, 1976).
In recent years, the topic of innovation is becoming the most
essential and decisive—directly or indirectly—in any attempt to
interpret and predict the common socio-economic future (Aghion
& Howitt, 1997; Boyer & Didier, 1998; Fagerberg, Fosaas, &
Sapprasert, 2012; OECD, 2014a; OECD, 2014b; Cerne, Jaklic, &
Skerlavaj, 2016). The structural foundations of socio-economic
reality, technological evolution as well as all associated changes
and transformations into the contained and evolving socioeconomic affairs can only take place, constantly, through the
implementation of innovations, of every kind, level and range
(Acemoglu & Robinson, 2012; Brynjolfsson & Mc Afee, 2015;
Gordon, 2016). The ability of a society to innovate constitutes the
fundamental mechanism for its renewal and overall evolution, and
ultimately it involves every aspect of the economic and social
development process in which the society participates (Aghion et
al., 2005; OCDE, 2016).
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Undoubtedly, innovation never enters the world unimpeded
and in a "peaceful" way: It always requires multiple incisions and
rupture in its implementation and assimilation. Its core lies in the
sustained interplay between creativity, dynamic adaptability and
the synthesis of strategic, technological and managerial skills,
people, groups and organizations (Carlino & Kerr, 2015; Vlados &
Katimertzopoulos, 2018).
And yet, in overall terms, the concept of innovation continues
to be covered by an atmosphere of "mystery": Ambiguity,
equivocation, relative conceptual fluidity and fragmentation. The
purpose of this article is to attempt to elucidate this issue striving
to introduce a synthetic conceptual counterproposal, which will
bridge a first conditional expression of economic and business
thinking on the dynamics of innovation.

Methodology and organization of the present
problematic

The discussion that follows a brief and comprehensive review
of the literature with the following succession:
• The presentation of the main conceptual outline in modern
understanding of innovation, focusing on the observed
multiplicity in the examination of the innovation phenomenon
and attempting to formulate an introductory functional
definition of innovation.
• The critical examination of the central different viewpoints
of innovation and the related conceptual transformation within
the Economic Science.
• The critical examination of the central different viewpoints
of innovation and the related conceptual evolution within the
Business and Organizational Science.
The attempt to synthesize a unified concept of innovation,
through the creation of an analytical bridge between Economic and
Business science, in combination and through the evolutionary
terms of Strategy-Technology-Management (Stra.Tech.Man)
(Vlados & Katimertzopoulos, 2018).
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The main conceptual framework of innovation

The multiplicity in the approach of the innovative
phenomenon

As it has been rightly pointed out by Wolfe (1994), the most
obvious element that can be found in the literature of innovation is
that its research results are very vague. Even in terms of providing
a simple definition or thematic "retrenchment" of the subject of
innovation, things are far from being clear. In practice, there is a
multiplicity of different, largely convergent and complementary
definitions and viewpoints to innovation, being at the same time,
however, opposing and mutually exclusive to each other. In
reality, there are many perspectives, different interpretative
priorities and multiple focal points (Dasgupta & David, 1994;
Freeman & Soete, 1997; Guillaume, 1998; Clément & Lelarge, 2006;
Wolfe, Wright, & Smart, 2006; Damanpour, 2016).
A large number of theorists have tried to capture and attribute,
in recent decades, the content of the "mystery" of innovation, each
one in its own way. Among the most fruitful definition efforts,
Porter (1990) considers innovation as the determining factor in
defining industrial structures, as the absolute strategic priority of
all businesses, and as a one-way street to gain the competitive
advantage (Porter & Heppelmann, 2014; Porter & Heppelmann,
2015). For Narayanan (2000), innovation must be perceived
primarily as a production process, since innovation refers to both
output and process through which a technologically feasible
solution to a problem can be achieved, that has arisen either
because of a technological opportunity or a consumer need
(Narayanan & O'Connor, 2010).
According to Deakins & Freel (2007), in an entrepreneurship
approach, the concept of innovation refers to substantial changes
in the technological background of products or production
processes. According of Crossan & Apaydin (2009) innovation is
the production or adoption, assimilation and exploitation of a
value-added innovation in the social and economic spheres; the
expansion and renewal of services, products and markets; the
development of new production methods; and the establishment of
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new management systems: Here innovation is perceived,
simultaneously, both as a process and as a result.
Thus, it seems that a very broad pluralism of definitions of
innovation and a constant multiperspectivity exists among
researchers and analysts. Theorists seem to understand the concept
of innovation either from the strategic viewpoint or from the
technological point of view, and sometimes even from the general
administrative approach.

Towards a functional definition of innovation
Attempting a first open synthesis with simple functional terms,
innovation can be seen, ultimately, as the application of new ways
of solutions on older or new problems: that is, more efficient, more
effective and more "profitable" ways in a broader sense of these
terms. Naturally, this definition is also incapable of claiming the
meaningful integration—and let alone exclusivity—of the
innovation reality.
In this open orientation it could be said that innovation is a new
applied concept, a new―construction‖ (in a broader sense) or a
new method that manages to improve the performance of any
"mechanism" in anything. The minimum requirement for an
innovation is either the product or the process or method to be able
to be classified as new (or significantly improved), increasing
ultimately the performance of the carried organization.
In overall terms, however, there seems to be a remarkable
distance in the way in which innovation is perceived on the one
hand by Economic science and on the other by the theoretical
tradition of Entrepreneurship and Organizational theory. Each
overall perspective, within the dominant paradigm that governs
each period (but also on the fringes of the dominant approaches in
the context of "heterodox" approaches that emerge) seems to hold
on to the concept of innovation a different handling and a different
interpretive architecture (Kuhn, 2012; Godin, 2015). This
conceptual distance, indeed, seems to be useful in trying to be
resynthesized conceptually by liberating the overall explanatory
potential of the concept of innovation.
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The economic thinking in the study of the
innovation dynamics

Fertility of classical political economy and the
"myopia" of neoclassical tradition and conventional
Keynesianism

Certainly, the foundation of the entire building of economic
science lays on the Classic Political Economy (CPE). In fact, the
first roots of the Economic Development Theory can be found in
the work of classical economists of the 18th and 19th centuries
(Screpanti & Zamagni, 2005; Blaug, 2008; Skousen, 2008).
Overall, in the work of A. Smith (The Wealth of Nations in
2000), the concept of innovation—even without an explicit
reference—emerges as the deepest explanatory foundation of the
entire development process. It is not interpreted strictly on the
mechanical-technological basis of innovation (new machines), but
is opened directly—and with great overlap—to its fully
interconnected management content (expanded division of labor)
and its necessary broader strategic horizon (international trade and
conquest new markets).
The thought process of Smith (2000) is, undoubtedly, the birth
mother of the Economics of Innovation as it realizes the expansive
dynamics of the "new" at all levels as the fundamental mechanism
of capitalist development itself (Figure 1).

Figure 1. The underlying engine of innovation and the overall model of capitalist
development in accordance with the thought of A. Smith.
C. Vlados, (2019), Stra.Tech.Man.
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The first decades between the publication of The Wealth of the
Nations of Adam Smith (2000) and the Principles of David Ricardo
(2002) were undoubtedly a period of excitement and euphoria for
the bourgeoisie of the time, in the context of the emerging and
constantly empowering industrial revolution (Mark, 1993).
In general, however, the classical political economy over the
years seems to have turned towards less optimistic projections
(Dienstag, 2006). But particularly Thomas Robert Malthus, through
his work and the "Essay on the Principle of Population", argued
that reality was more conducive to the necessity of assimilating the
principles of moral self-restraint and puritanism than to the
optimistic prospect of an unimpeded innovation towards future
improvements of human societies (Slaboch, 2018).
Obviously, in the forefront of criticism against capitalist
optimism in the 19th century is the contribution of Marx. Marx,
principally in Capital, but also throughout his rich work, fully
accepts, deepens and reinforces, on a theoretical level, the preexisting classical position that expansive internationalization is an
absolutely necessary condition for the existence of capitalism itself.
At the same time, Marx together with Engels in the Manifesto of
the Communist Party, did not hesitate to recognize the
revolutionary developmental role of the bourgeois / capitalist class
itself and of the technological progress that mobilizes and
expresses in "deterministic" terms. In Marx's theoretical
perspective, in particular, the production conditions are the main
determinants of the overall and surrounding social structure,
which in turn creates values, lifestyles, cultures and institutions
(superstructure), which ultimately set the limits of development of
the economic base. These forms of production and the
accompanied social constructs have their own co-evolutionary
logic. According to Marx's perspective, the deeper center of the
developmental motor of capitalism—in other words, the
identification of the historical specific productive forces—
recognizes the dynamic evolution of the means of production and
the tools of each place and time. In this way, the overall
technological development becomes, ultimately, in his view, the
ultimate protagonist of the socio-economic development (Marx,
1955; Marx, 1976; Castoriades, 1987; Hobsbawn, 2017) (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. The "relentless" dynamics of technical progress and competition and
the inevitable collapse of capitalism.

Later on, the arrival and prevalence of the Paradigm of
Neoclassical Theory seemed to throw an interpretative shadow
upon the subject of innovation dynamics in the socio-economic
terms. The traditional "conventional" economic theory, the
neoclassical as well as the theories inspired and directed by
orthodox Keynsianism, were never really—charmed‖ with the
overall innovation problem (Weintraub, 2007).
To start with, the conventional neoclassical theory of growth, in
particular, considers the operation of the market as a simple—and
in essence disconnected from any wider socioeconomic system—
resource allocation mechanism, in which the demand interacts
with the supply, in order to determine the prices, achieve and
maintain market balance (Parkin, 1997). The capitalist business is
therefore considered here in the vast majority of the theoretical
operations to be a "hollow cover", a static "black box" which exists
to solely perform an automatic transformation of economic inputs
into outflows. In neoclassical theory, in particular, the pace of
technological change affects—mysteriously the rate of economic
growth without being however affected by it. As such, the reverse
is not applied: The relationship appears strictly as to be as a oneway direction. According to this theory, innovation is always
caused by a variety of independent exogenous variables and
mechanisms, and as such, actors operating with consistent logical
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action criteria can control it to some extent but cannot influence the
rhythm and its direction (Fonseca, 2002; Geels, 2005; Cerne, et al.,
2016).
Paradoxically, even in its deeper sense, traditional economic
theory finds it difficult to see clearly and to "assimilate" the
dimensions new knowledge and innovation of this interpretation.
According to Marshall (1890) the Capital consists largely of
knowledge and organization, is the most powerful production
mechanism and the organization helps knowledge. However, for
neo-classical economists, the key issue was the use of the existing
knowledge, which is concentrated only on price information. They
did not concern how this knowledge is created and neglected to
examine the position of the business as a creator of knowledge. On
the contrary, the Austrian School of Economics, represented
mainly by Friedrich von Hagen and Joseph A. Schumpeter, gave
more importance to the role played by knowledge in economic
affairs (Hayek, 1941; Schumpeter, 1949).
However, the fundamental Keynesian tradition does not appear
to be more open-minded in interpreting terms regarding the study
of the innovation dynamics. Despite the very clear deviation from
the neoclassical perspective—especially regarding the possibility
of achieving automatically full employment balance—it also seems
unable to welcome the problematic of innovation in a fuller and
structurally more fundamental way (Keynes, 2001).
In his General Theory, Keynes (2001) under a different
approach neglected the issue of investments which aim to
introduce faster and more efficient new technologies. As Freeman
& Soete (1994) quite rightly point out, in fact, in General Theory,
Keys was retreated to positions that ignore the overall term of
technology by introducing the largely artificial concept of a
temporary fall in the marginal profitability of capital, without
correlating with the real changes in technology and capital stocks.
For the Keynesians, therefore, the importance to determine the
nature of new technologies and fast-growing industries was
structurally insignificant.
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The drastic reintegration of innovation dynamics into
modern economic theory

Undoubtedly, J.A. Schumpeter (1883-1950) provided the most
fundamental contribution to the exploration of the nature and
dynamics of innovation, opening a whole new way of interpreting
the scholarly economic science. In comparison, for J.A.
Schumpeter's innovation process was, by its very nature, a
structural cause of imbalance and development in the system, and
not the manifestation of a calm and smooth transformation into a
new market balance (Schumpeter, 1949; Schumpeter, 1951; Scherer,
1984).
In this context, indeed, the fundamental concept of "creative
destruction" emerges: The creative destruction that is taking place
according to its perspective, namely the progressive destruction
and demolition of outdated technologies, the decadent sectors of
economic activity, and the receding and dying reassured
enterprises, and at the same time, new technologies of new
branches of economic activity and innovative enterprises
emergence through an evolutionary mimetic process aimed at
monopoly returns on innovation (Schumpeter, 1942).
Therefore, these theoretical bases articulate an attempt to
understand the concept of innovation in an evolutionary and
structural way and the process by which it develops and diffuses
into the individual socio-economic systems and the global system.
What seems to be of increasing importance is the role of
institutional dimensions and the way they interact in creating new
knowledge (Brynjolfsson & Mc Afee, 2015; Gordon, 2016). The
systematization of this overall institutional dynamics that causes—
and its being provoked—from innovation has been developed
within the thematic national innovation systems (OECD 1997;
Bassis & Armellini, 2018).
There are a variety of definitions that attempt to approach the
issue in a convergent and complementary way. According to them,
a national innovation system can be characterized as:
• The national institutions, the incentive structures and the
competitive advantages that govern them and which determine
the degree and direction of technological learning within a
country (Patel & Pavitt, 1994).
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• That distinct sum of institutions that jointly and personally
contribute to the development and diffusion of new
technologies and provide the framework within which
governments shape and implement policies to influence the
innovation process. It is, therefore, a system of interconnected
institutions for the creation, storage and transfer of knowledge,
skills and artifacts that define new technologies (Metcalfe &
Georghiou, 1997).
Most of the above dimensions have been studied, analyzed and
synthesized within the framework of the French "School of
Regulation" since the 1970s (Aglietta & Orléan, 1982; Billaudot,
1996; Billaudot, 2001; Boyer, 2004; Amable, 2005). In a parallel
conceptual direction, already since the late 1980s, the approaches
of "micro-competitiveness" were also emerged. In this stream of
discussion during the late 1980s, the "micro-orientation" in the MIT
approach was also recorded (Dertouzos, Lester, & Solow, 1989). In
this, a "bottom-up" approach is usually chosen instead of the usual
"top-down" of competitiveness including, indirectly but absolutely
decisively, the innovation process. In these approaches, a point of
convergence is the finding that knowledge and organization of
relationships, both inside the enterprise and between enterprises,
in a comparable historical and spatial socio-economic context, is
always of great importance.
On this conceptual basis, the concept of "innovation
environment" (milieu innovateur) is also built (Aydalot, 1984;
Aydalot, 1986a). Specifically, an innovation environment can be
defined as a set of multi-dimensional diverse business activities
and diffusion of knowledge which is open to the exterior and
incorporates, in a gradual process, expertise, rules and "relational
capital» (capital relationnel). Particularly, under this approach,
spatial development is perceived as a synthetic product of both
innovative processes and socio-economic synergies, which fan out
into specific spatial contexts, of local range.
By this reasoning, local innovation system is defined and
localized at a lower level of spatial perception of the innovative
environment; the structural components of which can be grouped
into three main categories: a) the running skill, b) the operational
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rules, c) the relational capital, namely: capital in terms of the value
of the generated, maintained and reproduced relationships.
In a converging direction, Carlota Perez's "Neo-Schumpeterian"
work is also being driven. The most interesting point in Carlota
Perez's reasoning in relation to the "change of techno-economic
paradigm " is the view that the periods of high growth explosions
occur only when there is a "good combination", an active
agreement between the new techno-economical " paradigm " of a
long wave of economic development and the social and
institutional climate that surrounds it (Perez, 1983; Perez, 2013;
Marin, Navas-Aleman, & Perez, 2015).

Innovative dynamics, socio-economic systems and
globalization
In this context, however, a series of very important issues are
still open: Can the logic of globalization be combined with this
historically and institutionally determined innovation momentum,
which is always perceived as the childbirth of specific spatial
socioeconomic systems? The innovational dynamic globalization
will not, in the end, surpass the differences of socio-economic
systems? Is not equating and ultimately "flattening" the differences
between different socio-economic spaces? What significance can
anymore find in any local or national particularity in terms of
innovation (Amable, Barre, & Boyer, 1997; OECD, 2014b; OECD,
2016; Katimertzopoulos & Vlados, 2017).
Christopher Freeman explains in particular that: In contrast to
the recent work on "globalization", this research argues that
national and regional innovation systems remain a necessary field
of economic analysis. Their importance is drawn from the
networks of relationships that are essential for a business to
innovate. Although external international connections are
becoming, of course, increasingly important, the influence of the
national education system, industrial relations, technical and
scientific institutes, government policies, cultural traditions and
many other national institutions are fundamental to understanding
innovation. And he concludes that differences in national socioeconomic structures continue to make a decisive contribution to
competitive success even at the era of globalization (Freeman,
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1995; Freeman, 2002; Edquist & Hommen, 2008; Kuhn, 2012;
Paunov, 2012; Bremmer, 2014) (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Changing the techno-economic paradigm and the necessary
institutional adjustments

And indeed Freeman's point seems to bring his ideas closer to
the conclusions of Michael Porter, who starts from a clearly
different theoretical starting point. In particular, Porter (1990), in
his many contributions to economic and strategic theory, has also
introduced an analysis of the so-called national "diamond" of
competitiveness. The analysis of M. Porter's "diamond" attempts,
in particular, to interpret the national advantage enjoyed by some
national industries and businesses within them (Porter, 1990). In
the depth of his analysis, the dimension of the inner innovation
dynamic of the national system emerges indirectly.
The focus of Porter's analysis is therefore on the comprehensive
exploration of the construction of sectoral competitiveness,
approached by its national contexts. This analysis leads to the
conclusion that the competitive advantages are not static, not
"inherited forever" and do not arise automatically, never and
nowhere. Instead, they are created and recreated, always, through
peculiarities that vary from country to country and from sector to
sector (Porter, 1990).
However, in subsequent years, M. Porter has repeatedly
stressed the importance of locality- the "home advantage" that
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acquires great importance in the globalization (Gibson, 1998). In
his reasoning, "innovation advantages" are always subject to an
inevitable process in progress, in which the technology eliminates
the traditional advantages of location. But by doing so, it can create
new advantages for the location, possibly at a higher level.
All in all, approaches that attach specific interest to the
spatial—institutional
and
historical—background
of
the
innovation process seem extremely useful in understanding the
modern global dynamics of innovation. The nation-states and the
socio-economic systems that they are formed within them, at every
level (local, regional, national and international) are still
instrumental in shaping the overall innovation dynamics (Hanson,
Lind, & Muendler, 2015; Chaney, 2016; Katimertzopoulos &
Vlados, 2017; Arkolakis et al., 2018).

The critical points of business thinking in studying
innovation dynamics

The foundations and contemporary transformation in
the perception of innovation in business and
organizational thinking

Beyond economic thinking and science, the innovative and
cognitive phenomenon has, certainly, been intensively studied by
the wider Organizational and Business Science (Nonaka & Konno,
1998; Prax, 2007; Walker, Chen, & Aravind, 2015). In this context,
interpretive efforts usually have been focused on individual "game
players", businesses and organizations by studying them at all
their activity levels. Some of them are focused on the overall
organizational level, some others on the segmental, the
departmental or the team; others even on the individualpsychological. Few others attach great importance to their strategic
priorities, to the technological parameters, or finally to the
management requirements of the innovation process. We see here,
no doubt, a rich variety of multiple interpretations.
First of all, for Peter Drucker, the pioneer in examining
innovation in management science, innovation is simply the
response to change in a creative way: It is the process of producing
new ideas, the improvement of processes or the redesign of
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products and services—and at another level, more abstract,
innovation is the new way of thinking in a business (Edersheim,
2007).
In addition to fundamental approaches, in the last two decades,
in particular, a new stream of thought in organizational science has
been remarkably enhanced, calling for a radically new perspective.
Apart from the fundamental approaches, in the past two decades
in particular, a new current of thought in organizational science
that calls for a radically new optic has strengthened noticeably: The
perception and study of social organizations in terms of living
organisms and ecosystems (Kashan & Mohannak, 2017; Bassis &
Armellini, 2018). This approach calls for a definitive transition
from "engineering" to "biology" of businesses, providing a vital
opening for bridging the gap with the perspective of modern
economic science, as we will see later (Kauffman, 1993).
Beyond this significant trend—with a deeper character of a
paradigm transition—in the last decades there is also a
remarkable—even if relatively subtle—analytical tripolism
regarding to the understanding of innovation dynamics in the
international business literature, which will be briefly examine
here (Clarke & Clegg, 2000; Dogan, 2001; Antonelli, 2003).

Approaches of innovation that grand strategy its
analytical priority
First, Michael E. Porter in this particular analytical
orientation—in an indirect but remarkably compliance with the
views of Hammel and Prahalland—distinguishes the failure of
management to tell the difference between strategic and
operational-managerial efficiency as the main aspect of the
problem: While both dimensions are essential for leading
performance of an organization, their significance may vary
(Porter, 1996; Eisenhardt & Martin, 2000; Grant & Baden-Fuller,
2004; Hamel, 2006; Zhou & Sun, 2016).
Porter notes, in particular, that the only valid and lasting way
to achieve a competitive advantage is through innovations and
substantial strategic repositioning (Porter, 1996). Naturally, these
innovations and reorientations in their perspectives must always
be consistent with a consequent and original strategic direction.
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That is why there must be an inaugural and fundamental strategic
vision within which the innovations that are underway will
operate 6.
In turn, Prahalad promotes the modern strategic innovation
challenge to the world of co-creation, through the direct and
continuous cooperation between producer and user, underlining
that while the strategic orientation (or strategic intent) of an
business may be obvious, strategy is always a process of
continuous experimentation, risk reduction, time compression and
investment minimization and, at the same time, maximization of
the market impact. As such, strategy must be primarily and always
a process of innovation and discovery (Prahalad, 2004).
In the same direction there are many other newer approaches
that bring forward the motion of searching the best strategic ideas
outside the traditional boundaries of an organization. Whether
reference is made to open invitation to raise external resources
(crowd sourcing) of Howe (2009), either in cooperative economy
(wikinomics) of Tapscott & Williams (2010), or collaborative
thinking (we-think) of Leadbeater (2009), in all these converging
perspectives, it is now clear that the modern innovative game
requires the generous abolition of the watertight boundaries of
business and its drastic opening to their strategic external
environment.
In the same direction, already since the 1990s, Norman
Augustine, when referring to change, sectoral reconstruction and
survival, he began by pointing out that all modern businesses are
finding themselves in a highly uncertain and fluid competitive
environment. His conclusion was that in an increasingly fluid
environment of continuous restructuring of sectors, only two types

6

What is, for Michael Porter, the role of technology in this increasingly
fast global innovation race? In simple terms, purely scientific
innovations are not particularly important: on the contrary, an important
source of advantage is the ability to apply technology. And for
technology to be applied it should be able to be connected with a variety
things. Ultimately, in the markets those who can understand how to
integrate technology into the wider system of the company can be
successful (Porter, 1996).
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of companies are traced: a) those who change and survive and b)
those that end up ceasing its operations (Augustine, 1997).
In this line of thought, Kim & Mauborgne (2005) gave a quite
original answer to whether and how a business can escape from
the direct competitive confrontation, and survival beyond the
painful and "bloody" path between hammer and the anvil. They
argued in particular that the most dynamic businesses of the future
would not climb "fighting" with their competitors in already
existing and incumbent industries, but they will do that by
creating new "blue oceans", e.g. new, unspoiled areas, new sectoral
fields, which are offered for rapid and "bloodless" growth.
The strategy of these pioneering analysts is based on what they
call 'value innovations', e.g. the creation of a completely new,
distinct proposal-value for their customers, thus leaving behind
their traditional sectoral rivals and creating a whole new demand
(Markides & Geroski, 2004; Crainer & Dearlove, 2005; Markides,
2008) 78.

The innovation approaches that attribute analytical
prominence to technology
At the same time, a large number of analytical contributions to
the problem of innovation, in our days, attribute a prominent and
overwhelming importance to the technological dimension of
Obviously, it is clear that the "blue ocean" approach comes in significant
contrast to the conventional theory of sectoral strategy: Both the
"traditional" model of Porter's five forces which helps businesses
determine how they can compete with in the best possible way in an
existing market-sector, and the logic of re-designing Hammer's business
operations.
8 Of course things are never so simple. According to Constantinos
Markides, for example, very often, a "fast second" business lets the
"leading" companies innovate and experiment, creating new markets in
their first steps. Leaving them to bear the burden of the great uncertainty
of "start-up", "first customers training" costs and the huge operability
costs of the idea, the "fast second" enter the markets, as soon as the
"dominant model" in the new market tends to emerge, to clear, to
consolidate and to prevail, utilizing its largest size, greater awareness,
wider networks and great overall business experience.
7
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innovation (Boonstra & Vink, 1996; Uchupalanan, 2000; Schilling,
2008; Guellec & Paunov, 2017).
In this direction, particularly important is Christensen's
approach with his research Disruptive Technologies: Catching the
Wave (Christensen & Boyer, 1995). In his perspective, disruptive
innovation—subversive and even divisive innovation—establishes
a theoretical model of explanation of the rapid technological
changes that develop, diffuse and interfere with business activity
on a global level (Christensen & Boyer, 1995). Specifically,
Christensen argues that the disruptive technologies follow
performance trajectories, and in particular during in their first
steps, they are considered marginal and "heretical." Disruptive
innovation is defined as a product or service designed for a new
customer group characterized by uncertainty and instability in its
early stages (Christensen, Dillon, & Hall, 2016).
Christensen's approach, over the time, has received a variety of
criticism. First of all to it is worth highlighting that the act of
change, which inevitably introduces an innovation, always refers
more to the sphere of overall socio-economic dynamics than to
narrowly meant technology. Something that seems to be
underestimated by some technologists like Christensen is the fact
that there is always a necessary structural period for the
understanding and socio-economic assimilation of change.
Moreover, the theory of subversive innovation has often received
criticism as, in addition to being seen several times as a supposed
"lifesaver" or as the sole pursuit of a business, is an approach that
is based on selected case studies perceived as the main proof of
element and therefore it cannot be interpreted as a theory that can
explain all aspects of modern economic life (Krugman, 2014;
Lepore, 2014; Weeks, 2015; Guellec & Paunov, 2017) 9.
Deeper than Christensen's approach, it is becoming clear that
only when people, and the groups in which they are involved, feel

9

Namely with the Solution of innovation, Christensen & Raynor (2003) are
demonstrating, in fact, to companies how to create inversions instead of
destroying them, without giving however any concrete solution or a
clear strategic path towards innovation.
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more confident and certainty in experimenting, then they pursue
more new ideas and practices.

Innovation approaches that attribute analytical
priority to management
Appearing as a third pole to the study of innovation dynamics
within organizational and operational theory, the one that
attributes the interpretive primary to the dimension of
management emerges. Inside this perspective, there are a number
of individual management approaches to the innovation process:
from inspired leadership to systematic human resource
management and from the proposal of total ―reengineering‖
to the priority of effective management of intellectual capital of
organizations (Birkinshaw, Hamel, & Mol, 2008; Damanpour, 2010;
Walker, Damanpour, & Devece, 2011; Volberda, Van Den Bosch, &
Mihalache, 2014).
Naturally, this analytical line is not late. For example, since the
90s, Belasco & Stayer (1994) concluded that what is important for
the innovative performance of an organization is primarily the
actions of its leader, having the principal responsibility to oversee
that the people to whom has delegated responsibilities focus on the
"right" objectives: The hard strategic question of "what am I
doing?", they conclude, is meaningless if the nature of what the
customer values remains unclear; consequently, it will be
impossible to offer it consistently. Ultimately, the innovative
efforts of a business must, according to this approach, always focus
on solving the specific needs of the customer, which clearly implies
a necessary opening of the organization’s management logic to the
requirements of their socio-economic environment.
Certainly, the approach that has excelled the previous in this
particular problematic is the one of Business Process
Reengineering (without of course avoiding criticism). Specifically,
based on Hammer and Champy's perspective, redesigning
business processes eventually changes almost everything within an
organization, as all aspects (employees, jobs, managers and values)
are linked to each other. The authors note in particular that the
characteristics required by the post-industrial era are, on the one
hand, orientation towards innovation, change and personal
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responsibility, and on the other hand, the cooperation of the
groups, a degree of unselfishness under which the client becomes
the center of the processes and actual capacities, especially
learning, so that complex work tasks can be carried out (Hammer
& Champy, 1993).
On the other hand, Kanter (2009) focuses on the leadership's
innovative capability and estimates that the best leaders have
some, almost universal features: They are much more effective
when they can build coalitions, develop and use a support system,
to encourage, to listen, elements that strengthen the innovation
capacity of each organization.
In a similar direction, Warren Bennis believes the biggest
challenge for leaders in the 21st century will be how to unleash the
mental power of their organizations. He concludes that the
problem that almost all leaders will face in the future will be on
how to develop the social architecture of their organizations so that
it actually produces intellectual capital (Bennis, 2009; Bennis &
Goldsmith, 2010).
Comprehensively, the analytic focus to the human factor
appears to be of particular interest in the study of the innovation
phenomenon, in the context of modern organizational theory. In
this direction, Sumantra Ghoshal also emphasizes in his work that
financial capital is no longer a scarce resource. It therefore
distinguishes the emergence of a different leadership philosophy
that will dominate in the future, focusing on purpose, process,
human philosophy and which will determine the innovativeness of
organizations (Ghoshal & Bartlett, 1999; Bartlett & Ghoshal, 2002).
And what supplies are needed for a company to succeed
tomorrow? At the same time, Ridderstråle & Wilcox (2009)
underline the need for modern innovative companies to come into
contact with the feelings of their people 10.

10

In a converging perspective, Daniel Goleman (1998; 2005) analysis of
"emotional intelligence" is based on the idea that the ability of managers
to understand and control their own feelings and relationships is the key
to a better innovation performance.
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Constructing the bridge between economic and
business thinking on innovation

Observing the unfolding of the scientific literature of the last
decades in the study of innovative dynamics, this paper arrives to
the following three main constatation:
(1) In its evolution, modern economic science seems to be
progressively turning towards an increasingly integrated
systemic, evolutionary and institutional perspective on the
concept of innovation (Arena & Lazaric, 2003). Conceptual
and interpretative constraints and analytical myopia of
"traditional" economics—of mainstream neoclassical and
Keynesian direction—appear to be phasing out, to the extent
that a fuller and more credible perception of the dynamics of
innovation that drives contemporary socio-economic systems
is becoming increasingly global (Veltz, 2000; White, 2002).
Thus, it can be assumed that modern economic thinking
seems to understand in an increasingly spherical way the
importance of the socio-economic substratum of innovation
and attribute to its study an increasing importance (Maurice &
Sorge, 2000). Nevertheless, economic science still seems, to a
large extent today, hesitant to deepen its studies in profound
business terms. In fact, seeing the problem in depth, "what is
the capitalist business" is not—and never was—a question
with unique and self-explanatory answers; something which
does not seem to be fully perceived by a large portion of
modern economists to whom traditional mechanical and
simplistic perspective continues to dominate, although
considerable theoretical progress has been achieved (Boyer &
Freyssenet, 2000; Durand, 2000).
(2) The progress in modern exploration of the innovation
phenomenon in the organizational and business literature
shows the gradual deepening of the study in all individual
intra-organizational dimensions of the phenomenon, in a
progressively more complete and penetrating way (Ahlstrom,
2010; Li, Y et al., 2010). Nevertheless, to a large extent, the
necessary dynamic and cohesive perception of the
socioeconomic environment of innovation continues to be
perceived in a relatively partial and restrictive way (Lebas,
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2003; Perez, 2003). At the same time, the preservation and
reproduction of a specific "interpretive tripolism" is observed,
with the rendering of the analytic primacy to either strategy
or technology or management, while in contrast, it becomes
progressively clear that the innovative phenomenon can only,
always and necessarily, have a mixed and complex content,
both in terms of strategy and in terms of technology and
management (Βλάδος, 2016; Vlados & Katimertzopoulos,
2018).
(3) The need for a more efficient articulation and synergy
between the economic and business perspective on the
innovation phenomenon seems progressively clearer, with the
aim of a synergistic combination of the virtues of individual
research traditions and methods, the mitigation of
individualistic analytical "myopia", and ultimately the more
complete and detailed perception of the subject of innovation
itself, as it will be examined further in the study (Figure 4).

Figure 4. The attempt to bridge economic and business thinking on the study of
the innovation phenomenon

In reality, innovation is always the birth of a complex synthesis
of operational and socio-economic dynamics, which are always
manifested in an indivisible co-evolutionary way (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Innovation as a synthesis of operational and socio-economic dynamics

Therefore, this study supports the notion that ultimately,
modern economic and business thinking and science would have
much to gain from a theoretical focus on this co-evolutionary basis,
centered on the "evolutionary heart" of the capitalist business
which, in return, could bridge an analytical fertility in economic
and business thinking in the study of the multiphase innovative
phenomenon (Rinkinen & Harmaakorpi, 2018). In particular, this
can be achieved by focusing on the physiological structure and
organic evolution of the Stra.Tech.Man synthesis of the business
(Βλάδος, 2016; Vlados & Katimertzopoulos, 2018).
In this evolutionary approach, the Firm ceases to be considered
merely as a passive acceptor of some exogenous changes and is, at
last, perceived as one of the most critical—indeed, the most
critical—producer of the profound changes that invade the socioeconomic reality, at all levels, through the—incessant and
imperative for its survival—innovative action.
In this orientation, the Firm is ultimately perceived as an active
actor and even as a major structural co-creator of the sectors of
industries and the socio-economic systems that is hosted in, in
"living" ecosystem conditions (Rinkinen & Harmaakorpi, 2018;
Sako, 2018).
In this context of analysis, at least five critical questions
pertaining to the evolutionary existence of the business are now at
the center of exploring its innovative action:
(1) Who and how draws the path to the future (Strategy)?
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(2) Who and how implements the function of acquiring,
exploiting and using of information, knowledge and tools
(Technology)?
(3) Who and how assumes the management of its activities,
organization and coordination of production (Management)?
(4) Who and how conducts the composition of the above
dimensions and the creation of innovation within (Synthesis
of Strategy, Technology and Management— Stra.Tech.Man)?
(5) Who and how guarantee the management of change and the
assimilation of innovative actions within?
On this new analytical basis, ultimately, the innovative
phenomenon can be approached as an indivisible and continuous
synthesis of operational and socio-economic dynamics (Figure 6).

Figure 6. The innovation phenomenon as a synthesis between operational and
socio-economic dynamics

Central conclusion

According to the previous analysis, the present study concludes
that the Stra.Tech.Man approach you propose has the potential to
bilaterally overcome the conceptual barriers between the
conceptual tradition of economic and business thinking: Since it
perceives innovation as a dialectical product between the internal
dynamics of enterprises/organizations and, at the same time, the
external dynamics of the socio-economic environment in which
they operate and develop.
In this sense, the Stra.Tech.Man approach simultaneously
enables a deepening of the economic perspective of innovation in
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terms of the political economy of the firm (Maurice & Sorge, 2000;
White, 2002) and the business vision of innovation into a direction
of evolutionary approach to business development dynamics in
fruitful combinational terms (Dosi & Nelson, 1994; Boyer &
Freyssenet, 2000).
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4

Change management and
innovation in Stra.Tech.Man
terms*

Introduction

C

apitalism has never been characterized by stability or
absolute certainty. Nowadays, however, it is obvious that
the “status quo” is significantly different than that of the
past. This “state of things” has deeply and irreversibly changed.
This state of affairs we call the current restructuring phase of
globalization
(Bhattacharya,
Khanna,
Schweizer,
&
Bijapurkar, 2017; Bremmer, 2014; Laudicina & Peterson, 2016;
Rodrik, 2011) has overturned everything we used to consider as
given, at every level. There is nothing constantly secured, nothing
absolutely prescribed, nothing by definition certain. And this
applies everywhere: in businesses, in sectors of economic activity,
in national policies, in the life of firms, in our individual courses,
everywhere.
It seems that to overcome the present crisis and the
restructuring of the global system, an innovative leap forward is
absolutely necessary, a leap arrayed and implemented at all levels
in order for our world to manage to enter a trajectory of a new
stable overall model of global development. Behind this drastic
innovative leap, the problem of how to establish the required
change management mechanisms that can make this innovation
possible inevitably emerges.
But, in a deeper sense, what does change mean?
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Change is every transformation process of the way a person, a
group or an organization or an ecosystem of organizations act,
moving from one set of ways of action and behavior to another
(Battilana & Casciaro, 2012; Choi & Ruona, 2011; Jaros, 2010;
Robert, Yoguel, & Lerena, 2017; Scazzieri, 2018; Valentinov,
2015; van Witteloostuijn, Jacobs, & Christe‐Zeyse, 2013).
The change and the overall change process (Ates & Bititci,
2011; Brenner & Holten, 2015; Dahl, 2014; Whelan-Berry &
Somerville, 2010) that is being triggered gives birth and
reproduces, inevitably, resistance and conflicts. Every change
creates in a multiplying way, to a greater or lesser extent, waves of
deriving changes and at the same time carries in the background
thoughts and actions that incubated this change in the past.
The change management processes (Ashkenas, 2013; By,
Burnes, & Oswick, 2011, 2012; Hechanova & CementinaOlpoc, 2013; Küçüközkan, 2015; Kuipers et al., 2014; Raineri,
2011; Steigenberger, 2015; Stensaker & Langley, 2010;
Suddaby & Foster, 2017; Tsai, Huang, & Tai, 2017; Vora,
2013; Worley & Mohrman, 2014) are the sum of the forms and
ways utilized for the design, implementation, control and as
simulation of changes. More specifically, a change process can be
imposed by a higher hierarchical level or can come from the
bottom, be centralized or participatory, be superficial or structural,
according always to the particular physiology of the organization
(Geus, 1997; Hodgson, 2013; Meyer & Davis, 2003; Moore,
1993; Penrose, 1952) that receives and faces this change.
By tracking the roots of the theoretical approach of change
management (Beckhard, 1969; Bridges, 1980; Conner, 1993;
Gennep, 1909; Jick, 1993; Kotter, 1996; LaMarsh, 1995; Lewin,
1948; Phillips, 1983; Rogers, 2003) we distinguish, specifically,
three basic perspectives / schools of thought:
I.
The school of individual approach (Arthur, Inkson, &
Pringle, 1999; Brower & Nurius, 1993; Lifton & Zimpfer,
1972; Sanford, 1969; Sundel, 1985).
II. The school of group dynamics (Forsyth, 2019; Friedkin &
Johnsen, 2014; Levi, 2017; Reichert, 1970).
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III. The school of open systems (Freeman, 2014; Scott &
Davis, 2017; Wagner, 2007; Warmington, Lupton, & Gribbin,
2014).
By studying these three main schools of thought that establish
analytically the change management theory, the following main
observations can be made:
•
These three approaches to change focus on different
aspects of organizational life (person – group – organization) and,
therefore, they have different impact on the type of change and the
way of managing the change.
•
All the emerging contemporary organizational models and
approaches are directly related to the aforementioned approaches
that focus, respectively, on the persons, the groups and the
organizations, while being directly opposed to the mechanistic
perception of the Classical School.
•
Although every perspective / school of thought “believes”
it is the most comprehensive and effective approach to change,
these are in reality neither mutually exclusive nor are in conflict
conceptually. In our view they are rather complementary instead
of contradictory.
Eventually, whatever route an organization might follow to
manage its change, what definitely is going to change is also the
behaviors.
With these introductory clarifications in mind, we can now
articulate the particular research question of this article: we
explore, precisely, whether the process and management of change
can be perceived as an outcome of synthesis between the
organizational strategy, technology and management, by
combining the internal and external organizational dynamics and
through the production/reproduction of the organization’s
innovative potential.

Methodology and structure of the chapter

In order to understand how this synthesis in terms of change
management can be achieved, the article is structured as follows:
(i) It investigates the basic dimensions of change management
in the relevant contemporary literature;
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(ii) It proposes the integrated Stra.Tech.Man methodology to
change
management
(synthesis
of
Strategy-TechnologyManagement);
(iii) It reaches to specific conclusions and implications.

The fundamental dimensions under study in
contemporary change management literature

In the related literature, there are two basic forms of change
that are usually mentioned within an organization: the incremental
and the radical change (Brown & Eisenhardt, 1997; Carter,
Armenakis, Feild, & Mossholder, 2013; Collins & Hill, 1998;
Edelman & Benning, 1999; Jain, 2013; McAdam, 2003;
Romanelli & Tushman, 1994). The incremental change expresses
a series of constant changes and developments within the
organization that manage to preserve the organization’s general
structural equilibrium and appear to influence directly and
drastically only a portion of the organization every time. On the
contrary, when the radical change occurs, this seems that it
manages to disrupt and rearrange fundamentally the overall
organizational frame of reference, transforming completely the
organization, to all its dimensions.
In a similar analytic orientation, the changes can be
distinguished in three discrete models:
a) In the incremental model of change
b) In the punctuated equilibrium model of organizational
transformation
c) In the continuous transformation model of change
Not all organizations are to the same degree ready to welcome
change and proceed successfully to the organizational change.
Based on the empirical data, on a global scale, there is no doubt
that there are times when organizations have increased chances to
change effectively and successfully and other times when it is
generally considered less possible for this to happen (Burnes,
2009). In general, the main trend of change realization is when the
people involved believe that the projected benefits will outweigh
the costs. In this process, when a new idea is developed, the “idea
champions” promote this change actively and, therefore, create the
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necessary organizational support, overcome the resistance and
secure the implementation of change. Eventually, however, an
organizational change is going to happen—successfully or not—
within an organization. The way the organizational change is
perceived by the people involved in terms of expected benefits and
costs is also critical.
The resistance to change (Georgalis, Samaratunge,
Kimberley, & Lu, 2015; Matos & Esposito, 2014; Thomas,
Sargent, & Hardy, 2010) is the power of individuals, groups or
organizations that tends to deny, prevent, restrict or cancel
completely the extent of the necessary changes.
The resistance to change is not, of course, a painless
procedure—it is exactly the opposite, for any organization. In
practice, very often, the inability to monitor, to respond or to
assimilate change causes and deepens the organizational crisis,
while this worsening crisis—in every organization, of every size
and reach—manifests itself through chain reactions, since each
successive problem creates conditions for relating problems to
occur.
An interesting approach to why human resources resist change
is offered by Paul Streber (1996), who investigates the causes of
employees resisting to change. He assumes that all failures have a
single root, since the business executives perceive change
differently than the business personnel. He proposes to substitute
the conservative culture of avoiding risk with a culture where all
employees are fully devoted to pursuit change.
In practice, conflicts always bear a particular content in terms of
personal, group, departmental, cross-departmental and overall
organizational and cross-organizational dimensions (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1. The necessity of handling conflicts, at all organizational levels

The changes that global dynamics cause are diffused in all
organizational levels, thus creating conditions for the emergence of
new conflicts and new ways of overcoming them. In this sense, the
organizational crisis (Alvintzi & Eder, 2010; Brockner & James,
2008; Kash & Darling, 1998; Mitroff, 2001; Ponis & Koronis,
2012) is perceived as a phase of persistent insufficiency in
implementing change, something which increases conflicts, while
the only long-term exit from this crisis is the effective overall
organizational innovation (Aghion, Van Reenen, & Zingales,
2013; Drucker, 1986; Schumpeter, 1942; Wolfe, 1994).
However, the only way to effectively and for a long time innovate
is to achieve to manage efficiently the change; therefore the
organization should unceasingly care for organizational
development and evolution.

The Stra.Tech.Man approach to change management
Overall, we think that if change management theory gets
enriched with a “biological” type of perception of the social
organizations under study, then more clear answers can be given.
The Stra.Tech.Man approach is moving to this direction. This
approach assimilates an evolutionary and “biological” perception
to business dynamics analysis: more specifically, the main basis for
this research orientation was built according to multiple
perspectives from the field of evolutionary economics (Boulding,
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1981; Boyer & Saillard, 2002; Coriat & Dosi, 2002; Coriat &
Weinstein, 1995; Euroconsult, 1984; Lordon, 1993; Nelson &
Winter, 1982; Zeleny, 1980).
The main findings of the Stra.Tech.Man approach, which
derives
from
multiannual
field
research
(Vlados,
Katimertzopoulos, & Blatsos, 2019; Vlados, 2004, 2005;
Βλάδος, 2006) can be summarized as follows:
Α. All firms, even those with even those with similar size and
sectorial focus, as living organisms (Ben Letaifa, Gratacap,
Isckia, & Pesqueux, 2013; Wolfe, 2012), belong to different
physiological species; they are different “animals”.
Β. Every firm has its own “DNA”; We can argue that this
biological identity (Kennedy, Miller, & Niewiarowski, 2018;
Reeves, Levin, & Ueda, 2016) contains all the genetic
information that determine the potential of its biological
development. In particular, the biological core of every living firm
is located and determined evolutionarily always within three
fundamental and interconnected analytical spheres: within
strategy, technology and management. Every organization
produces
and
reproduces
its
innovative
evolutionary
Stra.Tech.Man potential (Ahrweiler, 2010; Anderson, Potočnik,
& Zhou, 2014), aiming to its competitive survival and
development, within the constantly evolving environment (see
Figure 2).

Figure 2. The evolutionary Stra.Tech.Man core and the change management of
the organization. Adapted from Βλάδος (2006)
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C. Within every organization, the emerging innovations are
“organically relevant” to each other. Whether they are born from
the same combination of functions, or applied to the same
functional firm segments. Organizational innovations are usually
aggregated in groups (bunches) of innovation. In practice, one
innovation lays the ground for the birth of related innovations,
within the overall change management framework of the
organization (see Figure 3).

Figure 3. Organizational structure of innovation and the overall change
management process. Adapted from Vlados et al., (2019)

D. Firm strategy, technology and management, even though are
independent spheres in analytical terms, they are combined and
co-determined in practice. Firm success never results from a single
sphere; it is the result of all three spheres together and the
particular way their synthesis manages to give effective answers to
the changing environment they are facing. In this way, in order to
survive and develop, within a constantly changing environment,
every organization has to synthesize effectively—with a unique
way and according to its particular physiology—the strategic,
technological and managerial dynamics, aiming to the effective
innovation that would allow the competitive advantage of the
organization and sustain its profitability. Otherwise, if this cannot
be achieved, then sooner or later the firm collapses, dies and
dissolves. In reality, the answer to one Stra.Tech.Man triangle
sphere (namely on the level of strategy, technology, or
management) prescribes to a great extent the other two answers.
One answer, to a significant extent, gives birth to the other: this
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happens because at the inner organizational level there is a deeper
physiological unity (Vlados, 2012; Vlados, Deniozos,
Chatzinikolaou, & Demertzis, 2018).
E. The organization’s specific potential defines its species, and
not its pure desire. According to its potential, the organization:
•
Builds and develops its particular physiology as synthesis
of entrepreneurial philosophy and entrepreneurial processes that
implements
•
Constructs the mechanisms of understanding the
surrounding environments
•
Synthesizes its actions and initiatives (see Figure 4).

Figure 4. The evolutionary socioeconomic gameplay and the Stra.Tech.Man
perception of the organization. Adapted from Βλάδος (2016)

F. The evolutionary physiology drives a firm to successful
Stra.Tech.Man syntheses and re-syntheses. Therefore, it
implements its particular and idiosyncratic business rationality
and, in this way, reproduces evolutionarily its unique
heterogeneity. In the background, every successful firm does not
cease to get reshaped over its evolutionary trajectory (Andreoni &
Scazzieri, 2014; Dosi, 1982); and, in fact, the organization does
not cease to adaptively reshape its trajectory within the
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environments (socioeconomic and industrial) in which it operates,
as long as it reshapes its Stra.Tech.Man triangle (see Figure 5).

Figure 5. The reproduction of the evolutionary physiology of the organization in
Stra.Tech.Man terms. Adapted from Βλάδος (2006)

In the background, the evolution of every organization in
Stra.Tech.Man terms is path dependent (Jakobsen et al., 2012;
Thrane, Blaabjerg, & Møller, 2010) and therefore we should
always recognize that its particular physiological history is
important; also, the organizational strategy, the technological and
managerial choices for the future are determined to a great extent
from past decisions.
Based on empirical data from the field (Vlados, 2004), we find
that the most critical organizational problems that also prevent the
effective management of change are located, eventually, to the
organization’s physiological core. That is, they are born and
reproduced within the organization’s evolutionary dimensions:

From its overall strategy

From its overall technology

From its overall management
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Specifically, we propose five steps of managing change in the
Stra.Tech.Man perspective, as a continuous cycle with five
perpetually repeating steps.
This approach to managing change is composed by five
consecutive steps, with eight points each, defining a continuous
evolutionary process for the successful action of the organization,
which must never stop.
I. The successful strategic evolution
1. Crystallize and deepen the vision and mission of your
firm: First of all, understand yourself better
2. Question your strategic certainties and ring the warning
bell: Come closer to your allies and partners
3. Build mechanisms for a timely and comprehensive
perception of the changes of your external environment: Come
closer to your customer, supplier and competitor
4. Develop the understanding of your internal business
environment: Come closer to your employee and give him or her
voice and participation to the strategic process
5. Build a truly comparative and evolutionary SWOT
analysis
6. Build carefully your alternatives and evaluate them openmindedly: Ask questions also to the people surrounding you and
understand that you are not always right
7. Choose the strategy that suits you, not only with ambition
but also with realism
8. Analyze comprehensively your tactics and policies
II. The successful technological evolution
1. Understand more deeply the technological nature of your
firm
2. Get a full comparative image of your technological
capabilities
3. Develop even more your mechanisms of technological
alertness and collection of new technical data / information
4. Cultivate your internal potential for creating new technical
capabilities
5. Stimulate mechanisms for new technology diffusion within
your organization
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6. Strengthen your mechanisms of assimilating new
technological data
7. Support in practice the integration of new technology. Do
not be afraid of experimentation; mistakes are also allowed as long
as they give substantial lessons
8. Reward the successful implementation of new technology
III. The successful managerial evolution
1. Experiment in new programming methods
2. Make your organization chart lighter
3. Build a really meritocratic way to place the right person in
the right position, in the right time
4. Give your people the leaders who fit with them and can
inspire them
5. Make your business a school
6. Give extra motives, more flexible and more specialized
7. Measure and evaluate with a fair enough and comparative
spirit
8. Open new communication channels and build new ways
of coordinating the action
IV. The successful innovative synthesis
1. Crystallize the successful transformations in terms of
strategy, technology and management and prepare, with caution,
the new Stra.Tech.Man synthesis
2. Weigh, balance and adjust the innovative Stra.Tech.Man
triangle to all sides
3. Spread the revolutionary message and build a dynamic
guiding group
4. Remove the obstacles, assign roles and give courage with
your example
5. Maintain the balance during the operation
6. Try having fast wins and celebrate them in moderation
7. Define control and evaluation points of your overall effort
8. In the end, do not forget to reward those who fought for
this change
V. The successful assimilation of change and the continuous
change
1. Protect the actions that brought results and unify them into
a cohesive logic: Deepen and develop your business physiology
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2. Do not punish those that experimented honestly but failed,
but those that proved faint-hearted during the change
3. Refresh the hierarchy with new faces
4. Make yesterday’s success a goal to overcome and not a
conservation monument
5. Place external reviewers within your firm and tolerate
them
6. Build a firm that can be loved
7. Chase down complacency and do not rest on your laurels
8. Start over, always, from the beginning

Conclusions and implications

We suggest that the Stra.Tech.Man approach gives a useful and
explanatory analytical framework. This can combine effectively the
analytical dimensions of organizational strategy, technology and
management, in the effort of generating innovation and managing
more effectively the change. We think that this approach gives the
possibility for a unified perception of the organizational
physiological evolution, within the contemporary highlydemanding and fluid global environment.
In terms of research limitations, we suggest that this approach
can be strengthened in the future, to a direction of greater
systematization and operational enrichment. With the required
implementation and operationalization it can acquire more
practical usefulness in order to be applied within different
organizations.
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5

Fostering micro and meso
competitiveness in
Stra.Tech.Man terms*

Introduction

N

owadays, the global economy is in a phase of seeking a
comprehensive restructuring and reconstitution towards
the creation of a new, long-lasting development model,
following the manifestation of a structural socioeconomic crisis
and the respective efforts to escape it (Abélès, 2008; Adda, 2012;
Gadrey, & Jany-Catrice, 2012; Lin, 2011).
It seems that one of the most sustainable ways to get out of the
current global restructuring crisis is to systematically assimilate a
new organic way of perceiving innovation across all the different
socio-economic organizations and systems of the planet and at all
their operational levels (Arkolakis, Ramondo, Rodriguez-Clare, &
Yeaple, 2013; Bozio, Irac, & Py, 2014; Peri, 2005). And, in a more
general sense, this restructuring will require a consolidation of a
new way of perceiving and managing change, that is caused and
reproduced in all aspects of socioeconomic reality (Bloom, Sadun,
& Van Reenen, 2012; Chaney, 2016).
According to the central axis of this article, all the previous
restructuring steps require drastic redeployments in the way the
socioeconomic organisms perceive and synthesize their strategy
(STRA-tegy), their technology (TECH-nology) and their
management
(MAN-agement)
at
all
level
of
action
(STRA.TECH.MAN) (Vlados, 1992a; Vlados, 1992b; Vlados, 1996;
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Vlados, 2004; Vlados, 2005; Vlados, 2007; Vlados, 2012;
Katimertzopoulos, & Vlados, 2017; Vlados, Deniozos, &
Chatzinikolaou, 2018a; Vlados, Deniozos, & Chatzinikolaou, 2018b;
Vlados, Deniozos, & Chatzinikolaou, 2018c; Vlados, Deniozos,
Chatzinikolaou, & Demertzis, 2018a, 2018b; Βλάδος, 2006; Βλάδος,
2007; Βλάδος, 2014; Βλάδος, 2016;Βλάδος, 2017).
In this critical phase of transition, the challenge of stimulating
competitiveness in holistic terms seems to acquire new dialectics.
This new approach of competitiveness leads to multiple conceptual
and theoretical repositionings (Acemoglu, Gancia, & Zilibotti,
2015; Acemoglu, et al., 2016; Altomonte, et al, 2016; Alfaro, &
Charlton, 2013).

National, regional and local socio-economic systems
in organic restructuring
This phase of crisis in globalization and the current search for a
way out of it, inevitably leads all national and local socio-economic
systems of the planet, in a process of deep structural restructuring.
It is almost impossible for any socioeconomic organism to escape
the imperative need for effective adaptation to the new emerging
data.
And the attempt of the national and local systems to exit their
crises is necessarily attempted within a particularly complex and
constantly evolving global environment, where the individual,
spatially established, socio-economic systems try to manage and
assimilate internally the new external challenges (Moreau, 2015a,
2015b; Graz, 2013; Picketty, 2013; Norel, 2009) (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. The restructuring crisis of global capitalism
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Ultimately, all the partial phenomena of development/crisis, on
a global scale, prove that every socioeconomic formation
constructs its own evolutionary path of development and crisis,
which is based on ideological, political, institutional and structural
specifications and options. And, in the end, you always become
'what you produce'. Therefore, the benefits of globalization are
always for those who invest in their competitive production
(Rodrik, 2011).
Every region in our planet is characterized by specific
developmental perspectives. And it is fundamental nowadays that
no socioeconomic system, of every kind and size, can expect
substantial economic development in the absence of a productive
grid that is competitive. And this competitiveness will always
result from the specific innovative entrepreneurship that the
socioeconomic environment is able to host and nourish (Aghion et
al., 2015; Brynjolfsson, & McAfee, 2015; Carlino, & Kerr, 2015; Hall,
Mairesse, & and Mohnen, 2010).

In the pursuit of a new logic of developmental
economic policy
Most of the effective economic policies on the planet seem to
converge in a new understanding. This new logic is able to surpass
all the simplifications and ‘myopia’ of the past industrial policy,
which was characterized by a Keynesian approach, mainly of
ethnocentric interpretation (Guellec, 1999; Jones, 2001; Maddison,
1995; Saint-Paul, 1997). In this new developmental perspective,
there is a dialectical continuity in all spatial levels of development
(global, regional, national and local). On this basis, we can imagine
a ‘developmental triangle’ that, first, aims to stimulate the
competitiveness of the locally operating business entities, second,
to strengthen the local productive socioeconomic grid and, third, to
increase the attractiveness of the socioeconomic space for new
investments (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2. The tight interaction of different territorial levels of development and
the effective developmental intervention in the globalization phase

In this approach also, it seems that the most important aspect is
now attributed to the structuring of an innovative institutional
framework that reproduces and is fueled by the continuous
strengthening of the established innovation potential. Therefore,
the local innovation system—the clusters and ecosystems that
includes and mobilizes—seems to be of crucial importance
(Balland, Boschma, & Frenken, 2015; Breschi, & Lenzi, 2015;
Brossard, & Moussa, 2014; Ravix, 2014).
In practice, the established entrepreneurship, the locallyoperating business and the co-evolving ecosystem seem to become
the structural center, the ‘cell’ of the developmental process itself
(in sectoral, cross-sectoral and sub-sectoral terms). And the most
dominant developmental component in this ecosystemic
perspective is the innovative potential that it being composed,
diffused and reproduced.
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Development, competitiveness and institutional
dynamics in the contemporary literature

In this kind of evolutionary approach, economic development is
always a combination of moral and social changes that enables a
population of socioeconomic organisms to cumulatively increase
their real total product (Perroux, 1969): This definition of Francois
Perroux gives an insight about the different natures of economic
development and economic growth. Surprisingly enough, the
traditional and conventional ‘economic paradigm’ in economic
analysis confuses these two different economic processes (Aoki,
2001; Bosworth, & Triplet, 2001; Latouche, 1989; Ward, 2004).
This over-simplistic interpretation is unable to observe that
economic growth refers only to the sustainability, over a period of
time, of a nation-state’s index (or indices) of a specific economic
size or flow. Economic growth, therefore, is mostly observed with
the real gross domestic product (GDP), usually divided by the
country’s population (per capita GDP). On the contrary, the
concept of economic development can only be linked to the
economic evolution and progress; that is, the change of events and
structures, tied to each other, as opposed to a random succession,
within the irreversible historical time. Ultimately, the process of
economic development always carries a potential structural and
qualitative transformation and upgrade of the socioeconomic
system (Ruttan, 1998).
Although, in the long run, there is no economic development
without a parallel economic growth, the two concepts must be
analyzed distinctly. The conventional discipline of economic
growth seems traditionally to be depleted in the study of the
accumulation of quantities. However, economic development
refers to much deeper qualitative and structural socioeconomic
transformations and imposes policies that go beyond some simple
quantitative interventions, implementing institutional changes in
an integrated reform framework that structurally rearranges the
development model (Amsden, 2001; Bardhan, & Udry, 1999;
Rodrik, 1999).
Why, then, is this analytical level of reproduction being
reproduced in the myopic and unproductive equation of the
concepts of economic development and growth? This is usually the
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case for the followers of the "conventional", traditional neoclassical
vision as:
• They consider that many critical issues in developmental
dynamics, such as distribution, poverty, technology, political
power, crisis, innovation, and so many other socio-economic
dimensions, are – and must be – “outside the interpretative
field” of “pure” Economics.
• They assume, usually silently, that the development
process is a non-historical, uniform, continuous and
mechanistic process of simple quantitative accumulation,
carried out within a static framework of unchanged social
forms and political priorities.
• They argue that the exclusive study of market flows—and
not the study of the complex socio-economic structures
underlying these flows—is sufficient to capture the economic
progress of a society.
• They believe that economic growth is simply “a matter of
time” for an enlarged economy: the wealth provided by
economic growth "will necessarily and automatically be
diffused” at all levels. Any deviations from the "rule" and any
heterogeneities "will be assimilated and disappear in the
future".
• In final analysis, for most of them, developmental
economics are shaped as a "discount" of Economics to politics
and ideology.
This confusion should be avoided – and it will be avoided – in
the current theoretical approach of the development process.

What does the holistic theoretical approach to the
development process mean?
In particular, the scientific view of the development process
must be the field of study that is interested at the same time in the
interpretation of resource allocation processes and economic
change in the least developed countries and in the production of
sustainable development strategies and policies (Assidon, 1992;
Hunt, 1989; Sen, 1983). It is not only the increase in wealth and
income per capita a sufficient condition for developing a
sustainable spiral of economic development in the poorest societies
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of the planet. Deeper structural changes are also needed in less
developed socio-economic systems to systematically increase their
potential in the fight against poverty and deprivation (Gillis, et al.,
1992). And, above all, to their ability to effectively innovate and
manage change successfully.
The classic relative approach of Nathan Rosenberg and L.E.
Birdzell. Jr. (Rosenberg, & Birdzell, 1986) is highly enlightening, as
it reminds us that economic growth is a form of change, and since
change is never limited to the economic sphere of life, it is
inevitably expanding into social and political aspects. Naturally,
and in a parallel conceptual direction, development economics
cannot and should not be reliably perceived as a "purely technical"
field. Instead, growth inherently has an indelible value as it stems
from the specific social realities to which it refers (Stiglitz, 1989).
In the light of the previous observations, the developmental
importance of the institutional foundation of development
(Acemoglu, & Robinson, 2005; Acemoglu, & Robinson, 2012;
Crouch, 2005; Lordon, 1994; Petit, 2006; Rodrik, Subramanian, &
Trebbi, 2004; Rutherford, 1996; Rutherford, 2011) becomes clear,
and in this sense, development intervention should primarily aim
at removing institutional barriers and deficiencies, when they are
detected in a socio-economic formation, and at all its operational
levels. Thus, the confirmation of the most important
developmental importance of structural policy as opposed to
simple conjuncture.
Ultimately, looking for competitiveness in a new institutional
perspective and as the critical backbone of the development
process with a holistic perspective, emerges as a matter of
fundamental importance in the articulation of growth dynamics at
a global level.

What does competitiveness mean in particular?
Competitiveness can be defined, in overall terms, as the ability
of an economic unit, enterprise, socio-economic organism, region
or nation, to be superior, to being more efficient than other similar
units, in terms of a commonly agreed target indicator (Algan,
Cahuc, & Shleifer, 2013; Amador, & Cabral, 2016; Cheptea,
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Fontagné, & Zignago, 2014; Costinot, & Rodriguez-Clare, 2014;
Hanson, Lind, & Muendler, 2015; Leromain, & Orefice, 2014).
More specific, the major goal of enterprises is profitability,
while nations’ a high per capita income. In a broad context of
perception, it can therefore be said that the competitiveness of each
socio-economic formation, and at every level of analysis, is linked
to its ability to survive, reproduce and develop, within the
evolving conditions of its external socio-economic environment.
And, of course, it is always about an external socio-economic
environment where production capacities remain limited, survival
opportunities are not abundant, and there is a conflict for the
acquisition and distribution of available goods in terms of
remaining scarcity.
In this way, there could be a first approach to the
"competitiveness" of a socio-economic formation by examining the
degree of coverage of the dynamically evolving needs of its
members and participants. This depends on the size of its
production capacities and, by extension, on its innovative
potential. In this sense, the problematic of competitiveness is
clearly emerging as one of the most prominent development
issues.
More specific, according to several converging approaches, the
competitiveness of a nation is the extent to which it can, under free
and fair market conditions, produce goods and services that
respond to international markets, and at the same time, increases
the real income of its citizens 11. Competitiveness at national level is
therefore based on higher productivity performance and the ability
of the economy to shift production into high productivity
activities, which in turn can generate high levels of real wages.
Under this approach, competitiveness is not just a measure of a
nation's ability to sell abroad and maintain its trade balance: By
contrast, competitiveness is matched with rising standards of
living, increasing employment opportunities and the ability of a
nation-state to serve its international obligations. In this direction,

11

Review of findings of the President's Commission on Industrial
Competitiveness (1985). Available at: [Retrieved from].
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for the most part, all modern "macro-economic" developmental
definitions of competitiveness are being structured.
Nevertheless, many modern analysts now have legitimate
criticism of the "close" macroeconomic view of competitiveness.
They call for a fuller approach to the problematic of
competitiveness in deepening the study in terms of enterprise
(micro-level) and sector or/and regional level (meso-level) (Hamel,
& Prahalad, 1993; Morvan, 1991). In this respect, competitiveness
at the enterprise level is approached as the ability of the firm to
perform better than its competitors (higher productivity and / or
greater efficiency in the use of its capital and / or greater market
share and / or higher sales & profits, etc.) based on its competitive
advantages and its available innovative potential. Of course, the
spatial level of articulation of micro-competitiveness varies and
can be approached at national, regional and international and
global levels (Adelstein, 2005; Dosi, & Winter, 2003).
At the same time, competitiveness can also be approached at
sectorial and local level (what, in general, is called Μeso level). In
its "classical" version, this direction of study contributes to
traditional industrial politics. It selects, proposes and strengthens
some sectors of economic activity that are of strategic importance
for future national economic development (Balland, 2012; Broekel,
2012; Pisani-Ferry, 2016). More specific, according to several
converging approaches, the competitiveness of a nation is the
extent to which it can, under free and fair market conditions,
produce goods and services that respond to international markets,
and at the same time, increases the real income of its citizens3.
Competitiveness at national level is therefore based on higher
productivity performance and the ability of the economy to shift
production into high productivity activities, which in turn can
generate high levels of real wages. Under this approach,
competitiveness is not just a measure of a nation's ability to sell
abroad and maintain its trade balance: By contrast,
competitiveness is matched with rising standards of living,
increasing employment opportunities and the ability of a nationstate to serve its international obligations. In this direction, for the
most part, all modern "macro-economic" developmental
definitions of competitiveness are being structured.
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Competitiveness as an analytical category is of
significant importance?

No matter how "paradoxical" such a question sounds, for most
people these days, there are clear disagreements in the relevant
international bibliography, over the last several years.
Looking at the theoretical development in its conceptual
foundations, Michael Porter (Porter, 1990) initially criticized the
concept of competitiveness. In his critique, he concludes that if the
main economic objective of a country is to create a high and
growing living standard for its citizens, then the ability to achieve
it, is not dependent on the amorphous perception of
competitiveness but on the productivity with which, its resources
(labor and capital) are being employed. Ultimately, according to
Porter, productivity is simply the main determinant of a country's
standard of living for a long time.
In parallel to Porter’s criticism, Paul. Krugman (Krugman, 1991;
Krugman, 1994; Krugman, 2008) argued that the definition of a
country's competitiveness is problematic, as opposed to its
approach in terms of business. According to Paul Krugman's view,
in particular, the concept of competitiveness itself is unnecessary,
since for the economy, the important things are productivity,
income distribution and unemployment: If these go well then there
is not much more to stumble. If these do not go well, nothing is
possible to do well. In his view, productivity is not everything, but
in the long run it ends up being almost everything.
Therefore, Krugman’s argument leads to the conclusion that
competitiveness is a "dangerous obsessive idea" and the working
hypothesis that supports, it is wrong. Finally, in his earlier
approaches, Krugman focuses on the importance of internaldomestic factors, arguing that, ultimately, the world is not as
"interdependent" as we believe, and that international trade
between countries is not a zero-sum game, as a growing national
economy assists the development of its neighboring economy and
vice versa.
The "other side", on the other perspective, does not lack
essential arguments. In particular, "critical critique" of the concept
of competitiveness has several supporters. According to Burton
(Burton, 1994), the difference between Krugman and supporters of
C. Vlados, (2019), Stra.Tech.Man.
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the concept of competitiveness, is simply a difference of degree. He
argues that Krugman, with an emphasis on domestic productivity,
detracts from the importance of international trade in the US
economy. On the contrary, supporters of the concept of
competitiveness, emphasize both dimensions, internal and
external. In turn, Burton considers that the concept of
competitiveness is particularly useful for several reasons:
• It allows very different people (researchers, business
executives, public officers...) to think about their performance,
in an international competitive environment and to try to
follow world-class standards.
• Broaden the attention beyond trade, in issues related to
technology, education and the quality of investment.
• Although its benchmark is international, it does not stop
focusing on domestic dimensions (productivity, investment).
In the same direction, Preeg (Preeg, 1994) strongly criticizes
Krugman's views on competitiveness. In principle, he questions
the quantitative justification of Krugman's position on the small
importance of US foreign trade in relation to its GDP. He denies
Krugman's qualitative assessment that there is no causal link
between international trade and national productivity. Preeg
argues that the use of a measure of national purchasing power
reflecting standard of living and a measure of national output such
as productivity, does not adequately capture the effect of
international competition on national productivity.
Yoffie (Yoffie, 1993a; Yoffie, 1993b), in the same logic, considers
that global competition and competitiveness, stem from the
combined interaction between business strategy, state policies and
industrial structures. In this way, it opposes the theories of
competitiveness that are "rigid" focusing on the factors of
production. Yoffie therefore proposes under this orientation, a
framework for the analysis of international competition, which
includes five dimensions:
• Country’s advantages
• Structure of industry sector
• Organizational and strategic business features
• State policies
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• The "inertia" (historical heritage, "physiology" in our
approach) of the business.
In turn, Best (Best, 1990) in the "New Competition Approach",
starts from the study of the modern American economy, and
considers that its most important problem is the relative
deterioration of its production capacity and not the insufficient
savings in the interior or external debt. His approach focuses on
the sphere of production and on the role of the internal
organization of the business: So, its analysis has a clear micro and
strategic orientation. The dominant contemporary phenomenon,
according to Best, is the emergence of "New Competition",
distinguished by the old one in four points: the organization of the
enterprise, the forms of coordination at the various phases of the
production chain, the organization of the sector and the types of
industrial policy.
In more detail, he finds the overthrow of the "old competition"
axioms. "New Competition", in its perspective, proposes strategic
interventions at all four levels and is characterized by marketshaping actions, as opposed to simply responding to market
developments. At the same time, it calls on businesses, to try to
change the "rules of the game", instead of following them
"passively". In this way, Best’s approach conflicts with the three
"axioms" of traditional competitiveness analysis:
• Technological development is linear
• Technological diffusion follows a cycle of 25 to 50 years
• Organizational skills are not important to understand the
competitive advantage.
Best thus highlights, the complex evolutionary nature of the
contemporary phenomenon of competition and cohesive
competitiveness.
It is therefore sufficiently clear from previous approaches, that
the narrow view of macro- competitiveness of a country, for years
and from multiple sources in the international literature, has been
the subject of substantial criticism and overcoming. On the
contrary, the microeconomic competitiveness perspective, with a
clear institutional and evolutionary orientation, appears to have
gained a growing interest over time.
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Towards a new methodology macro, meso and
micro dimension in the articulation of a "new
logic’s" economic policy

Of the most important aspects in the study of economic science,
in total, is the distinction of its basic analytical levels. In principle,
the macroeconomic approach concerns this specific approach to
economic phenomena in their overall, cumulative economic
dimension: It refers to the study of the factors that determine the
aggregate flows and sizes of the economic system under
consideration, such as employment and inflation, total savings the
economy, total consumption & investment, etc.

The boundaries of macroeconomic policy and the
roads of its essential enrichment
It is difficult to deny that achieving the economic equilibrium of
the system is of enormous importance, in the structural and longterm development of the business of one place. In principle, it is
the main pillar for the creation of a strong socio-economic
development model, where economic balance meets, produces and
reproduces social cohesion, political stability and continuous
technological improvement of the system, as a strictly necessary
term in the long-term cross-sectoral development, and thereby
safeguard and enhance business profitability. Should not be
forgotten that macroeconomic policy undoubtedly, directly and in
the short term, influences the world of business: through monetary
policy, through interest rates (Shane, 1996), through taxation
(Schuetze, & Bruce, 2004) and through the consolidation of climate
stability or not (Parker, 1996; Stiglitz, 2002). But in any case, the
macroeconomic approach cannot exhaust the problematic of a
modern economic policy in the era of globalization.
In practice, it is very important that the articulation of microeconomic and meso-economic policy gradually emerges, which is
based, in turn, on the micro- and meso-term view of economic
dynamics. The microeconomic approach is, in principle, a specific
approach to economic problems, which focuses on the analysis of
the behavior / action of the units operating within the economy
(individual and enterprise). It refers to the study of factors that
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determine the relative prices of goods and inputs, focusing on the
relevant markets: Microeconomics focuses on the specific rather
than on the general.
The main differences of the macroeconomic and microeconomic
approach, are therefore that macroeconomics deals with the study
of economic phenomena on a global scale as a set of flows and
processes at the level of a national economy, while microeconomics
deals with economic phenomena, not from the point of the overall
data, but focusing on the units of economic activity, on the "cells"
of the economy, i.e. on how it works, with what logic it chooses
and how the individual household or individual enterprise acts.
The fact that micro-economy is interested in the unit of economic
activity, gives it the character "micro". Whereas, because we are
interested in macroeconomics for the large measures and processes
of the whole economy, we are talking about a "macro" view.
In this dichotomy, meso-economic approach can be said that
refers to this specific approach to economic phenomena, in their
intermediate, dynamic & evolutionary socio-economic dimension
(Mann, 2011; Yew-Kwang, 1986). It refers to the study of the factors
that traditionally define the structural dimensions and the
"intermediate" sizes of the economic system under consideration,
such as the sectors of economic activity, their concentration, the
localities in which they accumulate and penetrate, as well as the
evolving forms of competition and innovation in their interior
(Angelier, 2002; Stead, Curwen, & Lawler, 1996).
According to the rationale chosen in this paper, we support that
modern economic policy for business should use all three
approaches in a synthetic way. In particular, modern economic
policies, claiming higher efficiency, seem to be comprehensively
compiling their intervention at all three levels, in a combined and
coherent way, in the context of the current dynamics of
globalization (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3. The necessary composition of all the analytical levels in the structuring
of modern economic policy

Overall, the process of choosing modern solutions of economic
policy, in the modern phase of globalization restructuring, seems
to require an enriched systemic thinking that will include the
assessment of the potential impact of each intervention on the
organic whole of the socio-economic grid and not only on a narrow
area of the specific economic problem. In this way, resolving
development problems through economic policy, is always
emerging as a dynamic-evolutionary process (Boulding, 1991;
Friedman, 1998; Hodgson, 1993; Toulmin, 1982).
In practice, fragmented and tightly embedded economic
policies, do not seem to be able to provide long-term development
solutions. They must be re-positioned on a new perspective.
Ultimately, it is not enough to try to analyze the "partial", within
certain "autonomous" analytical scientific views of modern socioeconomic science. Furthermore, someone must try to interpret the
constituent parts of the socio-economic subject in question in a
consistent, dialectical way.

The analytical penetrance of micro-competitiveness
For several decades, since the late 1980s, micro-competitiveness
approaches seem to be of particular interest, for a minority but
particularly fruitful part of the relevant research community.
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Under this stream, the "micro-orientation" of the MIT approach has
been recorded in "Made in America" (Dertouzos, Richard, Lester, &
Solow, 1989), in the late 80's. Specifically, the relevant research
committee of the US MIT University, researching the industrial
competitiveness, is redirected and focuses now on a microeconomic approach to the competitiveness problem. The
committee accepts that improving the macroeconomic climate is
important and necessary but not in itself sufficient to solve the
problem of a country's productive performance. Thus, attempts to
examine the variety of factors, whose combined action leads to the
conception, design, development, production and marketing of
products and services that, in practice, realize the competitive
potential of the economy. The interest directly touches the theme
of the articulation of the business strategy.
In parallel, there is also the, timely near-by approach of F.
Chesnais (Chesnais, 1986). The researcher argues that international
competitiveness of national economies is shaped by the
competitiveness of the companies operating within them and
exporting. In the long run, he considers that a country's
competitiveness is the accumulation of the competitiveness of the
businesses operating within it and, ultimately, the expression of
their dynamism in terms of administrative practices, investment
and innovation capabilities. He does not, however, neglect the
importance of structural factors, in establishing a country's
international competitiveness, where long-term investment trends,
pace and composition of investment, technical infrastructure and
the flexibility and sufficiency of productive structures, are of great
importance too. Finally, he considers that external factors (broad
economic and social framework) of a country define the concept of
its structural competitiveness.
At the same wavelength is the micro-approach of Reve &
Mathiesen (Reve, & Mathiese, 1994) a few years later. According to
Reve & Mathiesen, the industrial competitiveness of a country or a
wider economic area, is simply a matter of how competitive its
own businesses are. For them, macro-approaches to
competitiveness are characterized as "traditional" and outdated, as
they are depleted in the analysis of the "macro-conditions" of
competitiveness, mainly in the relative prices of productive factors
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and, in particular, labor, capital and energy; neglecting to look
deeply at what is happening within sectors and businesses. Reve &
Mathiesen therefore propose a policy that starts from the microlevel of competitiveness at the operational and sectoral level, in
other words at the micro- and meso-level, according to the
perspective developed in this research.
Similarly,
the
interesting
"functional"
approach
to
competitiveness, according to Lall (2001), concludes with a
convergent conclusion. According to this approach, industrial
competitiveness means, developing relative efficiency along with
sustainable growth. In this sense, competitiveness is more defined
as a process and can be evaluated in terms of the relative path it
deters rather than its outcome.
Overall, as you can see, a large number of valuable research
contributions, more than forty years old duration, are at the heart
of this proposal, which seeks to articulate an economic policy to
strengthen the competitiveness of our small and medium-sized
enterprises, focusing on micro- and meso-level actions, interested
in the 'qualitative', cognitive and structural reinforcement of their
productive grid and by directly enhancing their strategic,
technological and managerial potential, deeper than the
traditionally
“monarchy’s
assumption"
of
conventional
macroeconomic policy optic.
It is estimated that the main issue now becomes framed, within
the framework of a modern effective economic policy, systematic
assistance in structuring and reproduction of competitive business
advantages. In this direction, the coexistence of clusters and
business networks, appropriate institutional redeployments by the
state and appropriate private investment from abroad and within
the country, are the key vehicles/instruments for creating value
and wealth in a country.
The best achievement of the goal, is when the socio-economic
system builds competitive advantages that already has, and also
when it creates/recreates new suitable bases for building new ones.
This creation of advantages, requires systematic, long-lasting and
coordinated strategy and action in systematic co-operation,
between the private and public sectors (Delapierre, & Milelli, 1995;
Michalet, 1999; Spilanis, & Vlados, 1994; Storper, 1997).
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The prospect of developing a new synthetic approach
to competitiveness in the globalization restructuring
process

There are many "modern approaches" to economic policy,
which continue to follow the path of a superficial and mechanistic
approach, both theoretical and analytical, proving in practice that
they are dichotomous and not enough sufficient. In these,
competitiveness is either perceived only as a closed property of the
socio-economic area (see most of the "national space"), or
competitiveness is only perceived as a closed property of the
enterprise (see more often the "national enterprise"). In the
background, both of these two-dimensional approaches to
competitiveness, are analytically inadequate and, by extension, can
only remain extremely ineffective and in any attempt to
consistently conceive developmental phenomenon within
globalization.
It can be perceived that within the same socio-economic area,
nationally or locally, there are always, and at the same time,
companies that are more and more competitive and successful. In
fact, there is never a single, homogeneous competitiveness, in the
whole of a socio-economic area, regardless of the specific
enterprises operating within it. Nor is there a single, competitive
and homogeneous competitiveness for an enterprise, regardless of
the particular socio-economic countries in which it is established
and operating. Competitiveness does not arise only from one or
the other, in an isolated and separate way. The creation of
competitiveness requires a dialectical synthesis of all its individual
dynamic components. Competitiveness, should be a dialectical
synthesis between an enterprise/socio-economic area of action and
specific sectorial/industrial dynamics, integrating it as an
evolutionary set within the global dynamics.
All these three evolutionary dimensions (business,
socioeconomic area, branch of activity), in their dialectical
synthesis, are those that generate and reproduce competitiveness.
Therefore, they should be considered in the context of any
substantial
developmental
vision,
within
globalization:
Socioeconomic area / Business / Branch of productive activity,
always integrated as a dynamic/evolutionary ensemble.
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Conclusions and analytical perspectives: The
STRA.TECH.MAN approach and the Institutes of Local
Development and Innovation (ILDI)

According to the above, it becomes understandable why the
problematic of competitiveness in globalization today, redefines
and restructures—directly and indirectly—the theoretical and
practical challenges of modern economic science. The stake here is
so important, because someone in a truly evolutionary way of
understanding the process of creating competitiveness, now has in
his/her hands, a credible holistic "compass" to understand
coherently the overall developmental dynamics in the context of
globalization restructuring and to manage to articulate a high
efficiency developmental economic policy.
According to the overall view of the present research, therefore,
an integrated approach to competitiveness and production of the
global development phenomenon in the globalization
restructuring phase—including and reproducing it—must have a
character (Βλάδος, 2006):
• Multilevel and synthetic: Since its articulation requires
reconciliation and structural co-ordination between macro,
meso and micro vision of the developmental phenomenon
• Holistic: As it always arises and is being reproduced by the
overall socio-economic system, dialectically involving its
symbolic, moral, legislative and institutional dimensions and
not just "narrow economic" ones.
• Organic: Since it is always concerned about evolutionary
socio-economic entities, based on their constant adaptation to
uncompromised systemic conditions, which are increasingly
articulating globally.
• Strategic, Technological and Managerial, in terms of
managing change that causes and reproduces: Since it can
never be perceived as automatic, exogenous and
mechanistically predetermined, it is always produced under
the influence of specific choices and behaviors of the
individual actors of action / space-producing sectors and
which reproduce unceasingly its heterogeneous character.
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In this direction, modern economic policy with focus the
support of enterprises at “source”, in the "cell", could be said to
have a multiform and long-lasting past as a necessary component
of global economic policy in many countries around the globe
(Acemoglu, Aghion, & Zilibotti, 2006; Aghion, & Howitt, 1990;
Aghion, Boulanger, & Cohen, 2011; Hannon, 1997; Iansiti, &
Levien, 2004; Moore, 1993; Moore, 1998; Power, & Jerjian, 2001)
(see Figure 4).

Figure 4. The stra.tech.man core of the firm

This is because, ultimately, it seems that at the innermost level
of each organization, at the level that it creates its strategy
(STRAtegic
component),
its
technology
component
(TECHnological component) and management (MANagerial
component), and to the point where (STRA.TECH.MAN synthesis)
identifies the matrix of its innovative potential and its adaptive
capacity. To this kernel the articulation policy has to focus, creating
a framework of meso-environment enhancing mechanisms,
capable of directly boosting the core of micro-competitiveness of
the locally based enterprise, in terms of STRA.TECH.MAN,
according to the logic shown in the following figure.
Stra.Tech.Man and the Mechanism of the Institutes of Local
Development and Innovation (LDI) have been founded in this
direction (Katimertzopoulos, & Vlados, 2017; Vlados, Deniozos, &
Chatiznikolaou, 2018a). More specifically, the Institutes of Local
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Development and Innovation (LDI) are sustainable mechanisms of
developmental co-ordination, boosting and diffusion of
information and modern operational knowledge, with an
innovative entrepreneurship focus and locally-installed businesses
extraversion.
Furthermore, LDI is a mechanism with a regional and local
focus, provides a "point of contact" of coordination of all actors,
organizations and services (similar to "Citizens Service Centers”)
related to the innovative and developmental characteristics of
various regions of a country (see above Figure 5).

Figure 5. The 6-link chain of the local institutes of development and innovation
mechanism
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